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The adopt ion of a standard of ethics will develop a common under­
standing a professional consoionsness in the field of Eeligious-Jlduoatlon 
and will tend to increase the standing of the profession. There has "been a 
gradual development in the various professions and this attitude has come 
ovej to the field of religion.
Teachers of religion, and allied subjects, are making an effort 
to acquaint their students with proper ideals in regard to the' ethics of 
Beligious Leaders. It Is the purpose of this thesis to set forth a practi­
cal standard of life for the leadership of the church. It will atteirpt to 
give a definite standard of ethics which will aid the profession of Religious
Education.
In order that these standards may he adequately propagated the 
thesis has been outlined for a course in a church conference of lay and min­
isterial leaders. The thesis may be divided for this purpose in the follow­
ing manner:
The first lecture woxild include Part L, A, B, 0. This section 
deals with the problems of standardisation. It includes the discussion of 
The Profession of Religious Education; The Bases of Standardization; and the 
Definitions of Terms for Philosophical Background.
The Second lecture would include Part II, A. This section 
deals with the Religious Leader. It considers his personality, purpose, 
educational equipment and character.
The third lectxire would include Part 11, B, This section deals 
with the Religious Leader in the field of endeavor. It will discuss. In 
detail, the Ideal situation and the community program.
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The fourth lecture would include Part II, 0 and D, and Part HI, 
aummarir and conclusion. This section deals with the Moral Temptations of 
fioligiouB Leaders; Financial Problems of Eelig-ious Leaders, ^and a suionarjr 
discussing the in^ortance of the realisation of standards: bj? Eeligious Lead­
ers, in'the light of the importance of their profession, as well as a con­




THE PROFESSION OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
Tlie Making of The making of a profession is the development of a consoions- 
a Profession. ness of the dignity, power and ln5)ortance of a vocation.
Professional consciousness is to law, medicine, business and 
religion, what patriotism is to government and politics. The Rellglo-as Lead­
er should say: "I am a Religious Leader," with as much enthusiasm as a loyal
oitlaen says: "I am an American citizen."
One cannot say: "I am going to make a profession" and expect such 
a statement to bring forth the profession. A working purpose must accompany 
the desire*' A profession is the result of a gradual development of constant, 
systematic and cooperative effort. Cooperation is chief among the methods of 
making a profession.
Professional consciousness is the finishing stroke of the artist, 
the final robe of perfection. One msy have natural ability, technical train­
ing physical resources, but if he lack’s the idea of the professional ideals 
of the vocation in which he is engaged, his work will not reach its greatest 
possible success.
The making of a profession is possible only as the members of 
that profession unite in efforts to set certain definite standards and pledge 
themselves to absolute conformity to such standards. This is a task of that 
large body of Christian workers who may term themselves Religious Leaders.
The need of a Man is naturally religious. Our greatest Book of Author- 
Profession of ity in religion is most concerned with man’s relation to
Religious God and to his fellowmen. Chief among- the interests of
Edtu3ators. man are his interests in religion.
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' Prom the beginning of time God has given to certain men, the
privilege and responsibility of interpreting and revealing himself to all men 
everywhere. The church has ever had a large group of choosen leaders, such 
as Abraham, Joeeph and Moses; priests, ,suoh as Aaron and his sons Nadab,
Abihu, Bleazar and Ithamar; Judges, Such as Joshua, Deborah and Sampson; 
prophets, such as Elijah, Elisha, Isaiah, Amos and‘Hosea; Apostles, such as 
Peter, John, Mark and Matthew;^ missionaries", such as Paul, Timothy and 
Barnabas; evangelists, such as Martin Luther, John Wesley-and George Foxj 
preachers, such as Philip Brooks, John Henry Douglas and Charles Spurgeon,
All of these various types of God’s representatives were bomyi together in a 
more or less connected grouping or profession.
The present tread of Christian leaders in the Protestant Church 
is toward the grouping of all workers into a profession of Religious Education. 
The need of unity, cooperation and professional consciousness is most evident 
and requires no argument for justification. The need df such a profession 
will be evident as we proceed in the setting of professional standards.
At the present time there is a demand on the part of laymen for 
a better prepared Christian leadership. There is a demand for men and women 
who are keen students and ever open-minded to the new. They must be toler­
ant in their attitudes and sure of their own convictions. The church is no 
longer afraid of truth, but is seeking truth everywhere end anywhere.
Religious Leaders must be able to examine, interpret and evaluate all sources 
of religious information and experience. In other words, the Religious 
Leader must be a specialist in his chosen field' as Is the doctor, lawyer or 
business man.
While Protestantism believes in the informal rather than the 
formal, the personal rather than the. mediate, some denominations have moved 
so far from the priestly requirements, known in the Roman Catholic Church, ^
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for religious leadership, that a man may drop his plow in the cornfield, rush 
into a churoh pulpit and begin to preach. It is true that a college and 
seminary training- is not a guarantee for a successful church leadership, but 
it ought to be a great aid. The idea that anyone can leave a vocation in 
which he failed, take a short-term or correspondence" course in the Bible and 
become a successful religious leader, is too prevalent. There is a great 
need for a profession of Religious Leaders.
The Problems of The problems of professional standardization are many.
Standardization In the first place, as suggested in the opening para^
graph, standards are developed gradually and are not 
made automatically. Only as we study our experiences and realize their 
Importance in standardization may we set forth a code of ethics for our 
profession.•
the many problems of standardization, the foll&wlng seem
most prominent:
1, The large number of people who may be termed as Religious 
Leaders. The term Religious Le^er applies to workers in all denominations, 
schools end colleges, and in semi-religloua organizations such as the
Young lfien*B Christian Association. Vdiil.e there is some sort of organization 
in the different groups, it is quite meager and the probability of reaching- 
any large number of Religious Leaders is quite small.
2. The large number of denominations and agencies of service 
seeking the talents of Religious Leaders, These have their own standards 
of ethics, educational and other requirements. This fact makes it diffi­
cult to set forth a standard which may be acceptable to all.
V
3* large number of volunteer workers, Itoob of the work of the 
church and many of the Religious Leaders are on a volunteer hasis. The local 
workers in our.churches are people who have regular remunerative employment or 
home duties and do the work of the church because of their love for the advance­
ment of the cause. Mbst of them have very little professional training. We 
may ask the question, what training may the church require of its volunteer
workerat
A". The large number of poorly paid workers who do not have the 
opportunity for professional training. The salaries for religious professions 
are very small, as a rule, as compared with salaries of other professions.
If too great demands are, made upon such workers, trained people will not enter 
the field of religious education. Thus the church or organization which de­
mands highly trained professional leaders will hsve to adjust its salary budget.
5, The general character of religious leadership. People who ei>- 
ter the field of religious education do so because of a conviction of Christian 
service. Any standards or rules must consider the fact that Christianity comes 
first. llany allowances may be made which "hard-headed" and "hard-hearted 
business men would not usually permit. The field of religious education is a 
peculiar service and must be filled with the heart and soul of Christ.
6. Indifference on the part of fiellgious Leaders. Tills problem 
Includes lack of interest, lack of vision and lack-of a deep professional con­
sciousness. There is a great tendency, on the part of Religious Leaders to 
work Independently of organization, standards or other leaders, Denqmin- 
ational loyalties and programs often lead to indifference to broader and more
comprehensive programs.
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‘The Perils of There is stich a thing as hecoming too professional.
Standardisation This Is especially true In the field of religious edu­
cation. Standardization Is not a panacea which will 
lead away from all the prohlems confronting Heligious Leaders. It is, how­
ever* a system of rules* a code of ethics which will aid in the development of 
the program of the Christian Church.
The chief peril of standardisation is the suhstitution of stand­
ards for spiritual experience and religious conviction. In the application 
of standards it is possible to think more of certain physical equipment than 
of spiritual fellowship and advancement. The Religious Leader must not for­
get the concern of Christianity—man*s relation to .God* and man's relation to 
his fellowmen.
Jesus had certain definite standards of life* of religion* but he 
always kept in mind the value and place of an individual soul. He used stand­
ards of religion for the improrement of the men and women with whom he worked.
This is to say that there is a great danger of becoming slaves to 
standards. A standard of ethics is made for the benefit of Religious Leaders*
i
and not Religious Leaders for a set of standards. The standards must be 
flexible* subject to change and adaptable to local needs and situations.
Standards of a profession must be broad in their scope. They must 
not be made for a certain group or situation, but they should serve as guides for 
all workers under all conditions. They must be general in their make-up and 
specific in their application. In the standardization of his profession* the 
Religious Leader must have a synoptic view of life. He must be broad-minded* 
sympathetic and consistent.
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3?HE BASES, OP STAHDARDIZATION
The most highly standardised professions at the present time are 
law, medicine, advertising, journalism and business. Since religion Is a vit­
al part of life and these various professions are Important phases of living.
It is well to consider some of these professional ethics.
The following quotations are tslcen directly from the "American'Bar 
Association Canons of Professional Ethics", which were adopted by that associ­
ation at its thirty-first annual meeting at Seattle, Washington, on August 27,
1908.
M
"In Merica, where the stability of courts and of all departments 
of government rests upon the approval of the people, it is peculiarly essential 
that the system of establishing and dispensing justice be developed to a high 
point of efficiency and so maintained that the public shall, have absolute con­
fidence in the integrity and impartiality of its administration. The future 
of the Bepublic, to a large extent, depends upon our maintenance of justice 
pure- and unsullied. It cannot be so maintained unless the conduct' and the 
motives of the members of our profession are such as to merit the approval of 
all just men,"
"Ko code or set of rules can be framed, which will particularize 
all the duties of the lawyer in the^ varying phases of litigation or in all the 
relations of professional life. The following' canons of ethics are adopted 
by the American Bar Association as a general guide, yet the enumeration of
particular duties should not be construed as a denial of the existence of others
2
equally imperative, though not specifically mentioned:"
1 American Bar Association: "The Canons of Ethics", pages 3 and 4. 
2, Ibid, page 1.
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"It is unprofessional to represent confliotlne interests, except
1
iDjr express consent of all concerned given after fiai disclosure of the facts*" 
"Jlfforts, direct or indirect, in any way to encroach upon the bus­
iness of another lawyer, are unworthy of those who should be brethren at the 
Bar; but, nevertheless, it is the fight of any lawyer, without fear or favor, 
to give proper^advice to those seelcing relief against unfaithful or neglect­
ful counsel*"
"In fixing fees it should never be forgotten that the profession 
is a branch of the administration of Justice and not a mere money-getting 
trade."
In the trial of a cause it is Indecent to allude to the personal
history or the personal peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of counsel on the
other Bide, Personal colloquies between counsel which cause delay and pro-
4
mote unseemly wrangling- should also be carefully avoided."
t
"A lawyer should always treat adverse witnesses and suitors with
fairness and due consideration, and he sho-uld never administer to the male—
5
volence or prejudices of a client in the trial or conduct of a case."
"The Lawyer should aid in guarding the Bar ag-alnst the admission 
to the profession of candidates unfit or unqualified because deficient in 
either moral character or education. He should strive at all times to up­
hold the honor and to maintain the dignity of the profession and to Improve
6
not only the law but the administration of Justice."
Perhaps no profession has become as standardized as the profess­
ion of law. Dean Wigmore in an introduction to the boot, "The Ethics of the
1. American Baf Assn,, Code of Ethics, page 5,
2.Ibid page 7, 3. Ibid page 12, 4. ibid page I7, 5. Ibid page 18.




Xeeal Profession," by Hon. Orxin Ni Carter’, maJces the'following statement:
”Por lawyers the most inqportant truth about the law is that it is a profession. 
That important truth has been more and more forgotten among us .of late years* 
To restore it to our convlotions 'will be a great service. ... Is a pro­
fession, the law must be thought of as ignoring commercial standards of 
success—as possessing special duties to serve the State's justice—and as w 
applied science requiring- sclentifib training.
"ind if it is thus set apart as a profession, it must have trad­
itions and tenets of its own, which are to be mastered and lived up to.
This living spirit of the profession, which limits yet uplifts it. as a live-^ 
lihood, has been customarily known by the vagu^term 'legal ethics.' There 
is niuch more to it than rules of ethics. There is a whole atmosphere of 
life's behavior. What is signified is all the learning- about the traditions 
of behavior that mark off and enqphaslze the leg:al profession aa a guild of 
public officers. And the apprentice must hope and expect to make full ac­
quaintance with this body of traditions, as his manual of equipment:, without 
which he cannot do his part to keep the Isw" on the level of a profession."
As illustrating these traditions'the following quotations are 
given from George Sharswood, Edward G. Hyaa and Abraham Lincoln:
"There are pitfalls and mantraps at every step, and the 'mare 
youth, at the very outset of his career,*neddB often tha prudence and self- 
denial, as well as the moral courage, which belongs commonly to riper years.
High moral principle is the only safe guide, the only torch to Light his way
2'
amidst darkness and obstruction."
1. Professional Ethics, Massachusetts Bar Assn., page 23, 2. Ibid page 23.
V
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"The strength of a lawyer is in thorough imowledge of legal truth,* 
in thorough devotion to legal right. Truth and integrity can do more in the 
profession than the subtlest and wiliest devices. The power of integrity is 
the rule; the power of fraud is the exception. Bmulakion and seal lead law­
yers astray; but the general law of the profession is duty, not success. In 
it, as elsewhere in human life, the judgment of success is but the verdict of
little minds. Professional duty, faithfully and well performed, is the law- 
1
yor's glory."
"As a peace maker, the lawyer has a superior opportunity of being 
a good man. . . Never stir up litigation. A worse man can scarcely be found 
than one who does this. Who can be more nearly a fiend than he who habitu­
ally overhauls the register of deeds in search of defects in titles, whereon
to stir up strife and put money in his pocket? A moral tone ought to be in-
2
fused into the profession which would drive such men out of it."
The following quotations are taken directly from the Principles 
of Medical Ethics of the American lltedical Association, published and copyright­
ed by that organization in 1923.-
"A profession has for its prime object the service it can reader 
humanity; reward or financial gain should be a subordinate consideration.
The practice of medicine is a profession. In choosing this profession, an 
Individual assumes an obligation to conduct himself in accord with its Ideals/' 
"The obligation assumed on entering the profession requires the 
physician to contort himself as a gentleman and demands that he use every hon­
orable means to uphold the dignity and honor of his vocation, to exalt its 
standards and to extend its sphere of usefulness. A physician should not 
base his practice on an exclusive dogma or sectarian system, for ’sects are
inqolacable despots; to accept their thraldom is to take away all liberty from
4
one's action and thought."
^•ProfeBsional Ethics, Mass, Bar, p Ibid, p24. 3'P 4* P 2-
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”A phj^sioian siiould''be an ’npri^it man*, instructed in the art of 
healing. Consequently, he must keep himself pure in character and conform to 
a high standard of morals, and must he diligent and conscientious in his stud­
ies. *He should als^o he modest, sober, patient, prompt to do his whole duty 
without anxiety; pious without going so far as superstitution; conducting him-
a-
self with propriety in his profession and in all the action pf his life.”
"Physicians, as good citizens and because their professional train- 
inS: specially qualifies them to render this service, should give advice con­
cerning the public health of the community. They should bear their full 
part in enforcing its laws and sustaining the institutions that advance the
interests of humanity. . • .They should be ready to ootmsel the public on sub-
2
jects relating to sanitary police, ptiblio hygiene.and legal medicine.”
It is possible, in a very large manner to study many fields and 
find definite stand^ds of professional ethics^ While direct quotations have 
not- beeQ made, in the present waiting, much material has been studies from 
other professions ■such as: advertising, business and journalism.
Application of In addition to the standards of ethics from the above men-
Certain Courses tinned professions, certain courses of study have made
worthy contributions which have aided the formulation of 
a Standard of Ethics for Religious Leaders.
The course in "Practical Ethics", under Dr. Edgar S. Brightman, 
gave the original idea of possible standards. That course in dealing with 
such practical problems as: "Perepnal Character of the Religious Leader"; 
S’Professional Ethics of the Religious Leader,"; "The Religious Leader and
1. Principles of Itodical Ethics, Oh. 2, section 3,
2. Ch. 3, section 1. ■ .
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:Amusements”.; "The Eellglous Leader and the Economic Order”; "The Religious
Leader and Industrial Questions"; "The Religious Leader and the State", has
given valuable material for the preparation of the present thesis*
The belief that '^philosophy functions in life and one's life is
1
largely the result of his philosophy?" has turned the writer to the field of 
philosophy? for certain underlying principles. Many of the ideals and atti­
tudes have been formed through the study of philosophy. The chief, single 
contribution of philosophy has been the seelcing of an organic whole of reality 
which culminates in a Personal God, The code of ethics reaches its goal 
through the Immanent God "in Whom we live and move and have our being-,"
The course. In "Principles of Moral and Religious Education" under 
Dr. Walter Scott Athearn, has given a philosophical and psychological contri­
bution to the thesis. "Man is a machine plus a machinist and that machinist 
is consciousness," and "we inherit three things, a plastic organism, con­
sciousness and a tendency to copy our environment" are quotations from Dr. 
Athearn*
The course in "Principles of Moral and Religious Education" has 
also established, in the mind of the writer, the idea that a successful 
Religious Leader must have a definite conception, evaluation and explanation 
of current problems. He must ever be open-minded to the new, firm in his 
convictions and tolerant in the convictions of others.
The corirseBin ''Principles of Sociology" and "Applied Sociology" 
under Dr. Oharles E. Carroll, have done much to develop a Christian attitude 
toward society at large. These courses have dealt specifically with such 
problems as race prejudice; sex relationships; evolution and national and 
International relationships,
1, Professor Earl B. Marlatt,
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The cotaree in "City Systems of Beligious fiducatlon" nnder Dr. 
Athearn has given a deeper insight into the whole field of Beligious Edncations 
its present status, its problems and opportunities. It has contributed much 
for a standard program in the local chorch and conmmity. It has made a plea 
for a "Professional Oonsciousness" on the part of all Religious Leaders.
15
DEFINITIONS OP TESm FOR PHILOSOPHICIL BACKGROUND
1
Ethics "Ethics is the science of rig^t conduct". It tells us what we
ought to do, and why we ought to do it. It is concerned with 
proper attitiuies end morel conduct in life.
Standards of ethics result from life experience. Ethics are de­
pendent, largely, upon locality and environment. However, a of high 
ethical standards can overcome environment. Ethics is concerned with proper 
actions which lead to proper results. It demands a synoptic view of life. 
There are two types of ethics: Theoretical Ethics and Practical
Ethics,
Theoretical Ethics consists of standards or principles or right 
conduct. They are theories or rules of conduct.
Practical Ethics is the application of definite theoretical stand­
ards to particxilar problems of life.
The present thesis. In setMng forth a standard of- ethics tox. 
Religious Leaders, will attempt to deal descriptively with particular prob­
lems in the life of the Religious Leadership, and will attes^t t'o establish 
a general theory of ethics which may be applied to specific problems.
The ethics of Jesus Christ serve as the best exan^le for modern 
Religious Leaders, This fact is one of the most valuable contributions of 
Christianity, We are engaged in a living, dynamic religion. The single 
Boole of ^arle gives a standard of ethics, as lived by Jesus, which is the best 
available standard for practical living. Our task is to interpret those 
theories and practices in the light of the present situation.
Everyone must lit* his own life, A daughter asked her mother 
what she should do with her life and the mother replied: "P gave you life,
1. Paulsen, Friedrich, A System of Ethics, p 204-
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•but ^ou must live it**’ Christianity does not give us a list of special "do--, 
note”, nor does it tell the Religious Leader whether he should cooperate with
the Religious Leader of another denomination; nor does It tell him that he
✓
should get' as much education as possible« and always be neat and clean* 
Christianity does give practical standards and principles of living, end these 
must be translated into practice life* It is the duty of every Religious 
Leader to master these principles and mould his life according to them*
tFhe Religious Leader must attempt to maintain his standards with­
out becoming conceited* He must not infringe upon the rights of others*
While he may demand the right of setting his own standards, he must give 
others the same privilege atten5)t to cooi^erate with them. His standards 
must fit into the standards of society at large. He must seek a synoptic, 
synthetic principle of life*
Philosophy "Philosophy is an atten^t of such rational examination, interpre­
tation and evaluation of experience as. wil,l make all ^of 'i,ts eler
1
menta* parts of an organic whole of reality.” The purpose of philosophy is 
to examine the experiences of life, interpret their meanings, and see their 
values* The Religious Leader must be a philosopher* He must be able to ex­
amine the religious troubles of an individual or a church school or community 
program of religion* He must see the ailments and values and work accord- 
inly. The Religious Leader must have a philosophy of his own, or a definite 
idea: of a worthy philosopher and be able to Justify his claims if occasion 
arises*
The present thesis will not atten^t to go into philosophic dis­
cussion at any length, nor will it atten^t to say what the philosophy of a 
Religious Leader must be* The chief concern in the thesis, is to enable
1* Professor Bari B. Marlatt,
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the Religious Leader to realise the importance of e phlloeophy and that ^phil­
osophy functions in life."
7here is a vital and definite relationship between religion and 
philosophy. The eJLemente of philosophy•!—Valuet Life and God—are included 
in religion. "Kiilosophy*^ said Dr. Borden-P. Bowne, "gives religion intel­
lectual respectability,”
The truly relig-ioxis man musty of necessity* philosophize. Doubt 
has a place in philosophy and religion for it makes both of' them possible. 
Religion must pass through the philosophic processes of examination, inter­
pretation and evaluation. Therefore the Religious Leader may be asked the 
question, of what does religion consist, and what is religion and its value? 
0ne*8 philosophy will function in thd explanation of these questions.
The coherent or organic whole of experience is made possible by 
philosophy, "Utility is not necessarily the test of truth", but that which
I
makes for the organic whole of escperience makes for'truth as a reality.
The philosophical Religious Leader is more greatly concerned with ultimate, 
instrumental values than in passing- intrinsic values. Religion is life— 
the whole of life—and .not a mere building-, or book. Religion seeks to 
unite man with man and men with God, Philosophy gives a meaning and pur­
pose to religion.
Religious The present treatment defines a Religious Leader as a person
Leader who accepts Christianity as his religion, attempts to live
according to its standards, and labors for the propagation of 
Christian Ideals and principles. Such a classification includes tv;o types 
of people:
18
1, ‘Those who are making the field of Religious Education their 
life vocations and means of livelihood;
2. Those who advance the cause of Christianity by volunteer ser­
vice.
Croup one would include pastors* assistant pastors* church secre­
taries* deaconeses, directors of Religious Education* professors of religion 
in church schools* missionaries* local and field secretaries, publishers and 
editors* and in fact all people who are en^loyed by a religious organization.
Group two would include that large body of lay workers who be­
long to any denomination and hold officers or do aziy type of Christian ser­
vice as a volunteer worker,
Host of the material of the present thesis will apply to members 
of both groups. Exceptions would arise in the application of said stand­
ards to definite* local situations. The church is coming to realize its 
right to demand training and efficiency* however* not only on the part of 
paid workers* but also on the part of volunteer workers. The* Religious 
leader must feel a definite responsibility to do his work in a worthy* 
Christ-like manner.
Throughout this thesis the term "Religieus Leader" will apply in 
most cases* to both paid and volunteer workers. We are setting up a sys­
tem of ethics which is plastic.
Profession Dr. Edward A. Ross^ in his book, "Principles of Sociology" 
has given some very valuable information in regard to the 
development of the professions:
"The patron of the calling which involves the use of highly tech­
nical knowledge* since he is not qualified to judge the worth of the service 
he receives* is in a position of extreme dependence. The patient cannot
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^ronoimce npon his doctor’s treatment. • • • The student cannot plumb his
teacher’s learning, the reader gauge the editor’s disinterestedness, not the
creditor verify the audit of the public accountant. One will hesitate to
commit one’s dearest interests to such men unless one has ground for believing
them to be worthy of trust. There is need, therefore, that callings of this
confidential character be restricted to men of honor acting with reference to
a high standard. The means of bringing this to pass is to elevate the call-
1
Ing into a profession."
"The natural effect of fencing the field and attracting into it 
superior men is the growth of the professional spirit, which is the very anti­
thesis of the conmercial spirit. In a true profession the pursuit of gain is 
subordinated to the- aim of service. This implies one thing that the practi­
tioner will have but one grade of work, namely, his best,
"In the early history of some of the professions the practitioner 
was so ICath to seem to sell his advice or shill that he named no fee but left 
his compensation to his patron’s sense of honor, as does now the clergyman who 
officiates in a marriage or a funeral. The putting of service above gain-get- 
ting implies a willingness to serve under certain circumstances without fee. 
The good lawyer stands ready to take up the cause of the penniless victim of 
injustice.
"In consideration of the protection, recognition and rights enjoy­
ed by the members of the professions, they g-enerally acknowledge their obli­
gation to practice with due regard to the interests of society. The scholar 
recognizes his obligation to proclaim truth at whatever cost to himself, the 
Journalist his duty to publish the news fairly and without bias, the clergyman 
his call to apply Christian principles no matter who may be wroth, the phys- 
lolan-his duty to stay out a pestilence even at the risk of his life."
•a. Rosa, E. A., Principles of Sociology, pages 47£-475*
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Thus we see the great need of a professional consciousness on the 
part of all public servants, "In our opinion no rule can be enforced unless 
the rule is supported by an overwhelming, or at least a preponderant, public 
opinion in the body to which it applies, ' Upon the other hand, a small min­
ority can bring the Institute (American Institute of Accountants) into disre­
pute if the Institute is con^laisant and permits a violation of its rules with 
1
inpunity."
Wf should expect the same technical training and professional
ethics for the Religious Leader as we do for the, doctor, lawyer or public
accountant. We take a bad tooth to a trained dentist; we take our eyes to
a trained occulist; but we take our souls to any kind of a minister. But,
2
"Life is more than meat, and the body is more than raiment,"





THE PERSOKiLlTY 5f THE RELIGIOUS LEADER '
In Part I we clasaified Rellgioxis Leaders in two types: the 
paid worker end the Toltmteer worker. Both types are consider­
ed as memhers of the profession and are expected to meastire np 
to certain standards of ethics.
The purpose of the Religious Leader is determined hy his own 
talents and the needs of the world. One should take a close 
survey and inventory of self. He should find out his definite 
talents and possibilities, "Know thyself" is fundamental in the 
choice of a life work. One cannot be true to himself ^or to 
society if he does not know his own personality, his own ability^
When one had found his personality and ability, he should study 
the-needs of society, the needs of the world. He should ask himself: "What 
part can I play in the world program?" "How can I best fit into the world 
needs?" He must have a broad vision.
It is necessary for the Religious' Leader to realize his limita­
tions, as well as his abilities. Very often a Religious Leader makes himself 
and his cause ridiculous by attempting the in5)ossible, or if the possible, 
something for which he is not tempermentally or mentally fitted. Under such 
circumstances the result is inevitably failure with its attendant embarrass­
ment and, possibly, despair,
A definite aim or purpose is essential for the Religious Leader.
He must have a desire to achieve. He must be a person of action. One may 
think it would be a good thing to be a Religious Leader, but thinking- is not 
enough—he must act and act wisely. The purpose must take hold of the indi­
vidual and lead him on to success.
j-










• Even in the field of religions service, the leader must make a ^
definite choice. There are many tj^es of service rightly called Christian 
service. Among- these types are: local churches, schools, colleges, field 
work, home and foreig-n missions. ^1 of these may be fotmd in almost all of 
the denominations. There are also snoh fields as: the Yonng- Iten’s Christian 
Association and the Young Women’s Christian Association, the Inter-National 
council of fieligioi^ Education, the Christian Endeavor and many others.
There is also the problem of denomination, JHany of them hold 
practically the same views on matters of theology, creed and methods of ser­
vice. Because of larger and wealthier membership, one denomination is able
to offer larger salaries than other denominations. The Beligious Leader
\
must consider this problem, Thiless he has high ideals he will lose sight of 
the goal, become discontented, and be continually changing his work,
Jesus showed that the purpose of life is service to others,
1
’’Whosoever would be first among you shall be servant of all," All of 
Jesus* life was filled with the ideal of service. Followers of Jesus, 
leaders in religion must have this ideal as a basic principle in their purpose.
The worthy motto of the Botary Club is "ha who serves most, serves 
best," There is a story told of a young- man who had for his motto: "I am 
willing to be third." When questioned about the motto, he said: "It is a mot­
to niy mother gave me when I left home. She said if I would be willing to 
follow that motto, I would be successful." "But what does it mean," asked 
his friend. "It means this", said the young man, "God first, others second, 
and self third."
St. Paul summed up the matter of purpose when he said: "This is 
how I run, not being in any doubt as to my goal." This must be the attitude
of the Beligious Leader. He must not be in any doubt as to hie purpose, and 
Jie must continually strive for its accon5)li8hment. The purpose of life
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miast predominate life. Choose a .work with a large p'urpoee, a high ideal and 
work toward the sushievemeat of it* This is essential to successful leader­
ship*
Certain things he good and worthy in themselves, hut they may 
he wrong for the Religious Leader. They may hinder his ideal and purpose. 
What may he. right for a friend of mine, may he wrong for i^. The task of 
Religious Education is so great that it calls for the very hast.
Tenacity of purpose leade to certain abiding values in life*
The Religious Leader must ever keep his purpose in mind and hold to that pur­
pose, even though he may have to give up certain activities of life* The 
Religious Leader’s purpose must hold first place of importance*
Vision is most essential in the choice of purpose. Some one ask-
t
ed Aaron Sapiro what he thought of the matter of leadership and this Jewish 
lawyer, the leader of the greatest rural cooperative movement upon this con­
tinent, gave his opinion as follows: "The gift of leadership is not so much 
a matter of hraiM as of intensity. If you are so completely saturated with 
anything that you think it and dream it and live it, to the exclusion of all 
distracting influences, nothing on earth can stop you from being- a leader in 
that particular movement. But first you must have vision. You must know
exactly what you want to accon^lish and you must have satisfied yourself by1
a common-sense analysis that it is possible of acoon^lishment”.
"This moral intensity (vision) on the part of ministers and lay­
men, hut especially on the part* of its ministers, has created the Methodist 
Church, and so long as it continues the Church will not only continue, hut 
it will grow. If the intensity becomes deadened no amount of precise 
scholarship, or even moniunental oratorical genius can.make up for the lack*
.1. Editorial, "The Gift of Leadership", Christian Guardian, May 2, I923.
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'The man with a mission cannot frightened from his task by poverty, nor di- ♦
verted from it by promise of abu;xdant wealth, nor deterred from it by the frowns
and threats of the mighty. His armor is in^enetrable to the shafts of fear.
He may not win, but he certainly will die fighting. . . .The Leaders of men
must be prepared to pay the price of leadership and this is complete surrender
1
to the truth we hold,”
A man of vision must concentrate'upon a definite, life-goal.
He must not dabble in many things, but he must be an export in a given field.
"A man may have the most dazsllng talents, but if they are scattered upon
many objects he will accomplish nothing, Streng-th is like gtinpowder—to be
effective it needs concentration and aim. Thousands of men have failed in
life by dabbling in too many thinge. He wiio really would be successful must
see clearly the goal of his life activities and give himself wholeheartedly
2
to the reaching' of that goal."
The Religious Leader must have a vision equal to the task. Three 
stone masons were at work in an enclosure. "What are you doing?" was asked 
of one, "Working for five dollars a day" was the reply. "What are. you doing" 
was asked of the second, who replied: "trimming this stone." In answer to 
the same query, the third man replied: "I'm helping to build this cathedral."
Shall the Religious Leader labor and struggle purposelessly with 
programs and surveys, or shall he build the religious character of the world 
in keeping with the standards of Jesus Christ?
, Educational "Education is clearing away the obstructions that thwart
3
Equipment frustrate the forward-striiggling spirit of man." In th^
quotation from iHr. IfcCunn we see the method of education. It 
is filled with the sense of responsible action. It is a clearing away of
1, Editorial, "The Gift of Leadership", Christian Guardian. May2, I923,
2, Bruce, H. Addington, See Your Goal,
3* Moq'«an. The Making of Ch«^^o^®r, p. 9
any dlfflcnltles which may hinder the accon5)li8hmant of the aims of life. 
This mtat he considered a part of the educational equipment of the Religious 
Leader*
There are certain underlying principles which are basic to the- 
educational equipment of Religious Leaders. These may be listed as follows:
1. A constant, dynamic fellowship with God and Christ,
2. An Increasing knowledge of Christian principles 'as 
aj^lied to life. Basis of this knowledge is the 
Bible,
3. A working'understanding of the modern, educational 
principles and theories,
4. A working understanding of the psycholdgical know­
ledge of human society,
5. A professional training peculiar to the line of work 
being' undertaken,
6. The practice and continual, open-minded study and re­
search,
7. A thorough understanding of the possibilities and lim­
itations of self.
Just how ranch schooling, the Religious Leader must have is 
difficult to say. He will have to answer, his work will have to tell, the 
standards of the group or organization for which he works will help deter­
mine. He must have education enough to sense the needs, formulate certain 
definite principles of action, and proceed to remedy the needs. Re should 
get as much schooling' as possible, and never cease to learn. He must con­
tinue his education as long as he lives.
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The definite amount of education, as far as schooling is concern- ‘ 
ed, will he determined hy the type of work and the organization in which the 
Religious Leader is working,. An acadeiAy teacher, a college teacher and a 
university professor will have to meet certain definite requirements. These 
are determined by the educational associations.
• In a church where there is much ritual, neremony or "priestly 
functions", the Religious Leader will have to hs well acquainted with all of 
them. For example, a rector in an Episcopal Church must know all the rules 
of the particular denomination.
In a church where there is hut little or no ritual^ the Religious 
Leader will ha free to carry out a variety of program. For example, a min­
ister in the Society of Friends, a denomination with no set program or ritual, 
will have more liberty and will need no special training in ritualistic ser­
vice.
Whatever may he said in regard to the education of the. Religious 
Leader, this should he kept in mind: '’Instead of being- fixed for all time by 
the texts of an ancient hook, ethical discriminations develop with changing 
conditions of social life and keep step with the prggress of psyphology, and 
sociology. Rigid ecclesiastical dogmas as to interest, alms-giving, marriage 
and propagation singly cannot survive the light of social science. Again, 
the dissociation of the state from religion gives a freedom of development 
xmknown to the theocratic stata. . The latter has certain merits, hut adapta­
bility is not one of -them,"
The educational requirements of the church school teacher are 
stated by Dr. Athearn as follows: "In addition to high moral character and a 
profound religious exper.ience, the three elements most essential to a success­
ful Sunday School teacher, ara: general education, professional training and
teaching experience." In the Indiana Smrvey, Volume I, Dr. Athearn gives
1. Hobs, mnolples of Sociology, p. 508. g. athearn. Ind. Survey. Vol 1. ’
P. 428
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-tho requirements for these three essential elements.
The Indiana Survey shows that the Indiana Sunday School super­
intendents Judged the ability of their teachers by the following characteris­
tics, arranged in the order as given: intimate knowledge of the Bible; conse­
cration; richness of vital religious experience; thorough and regular prepar­
ation of the church school lesson; attractive personality ties with ability 
to make the lesson fit the child's daily life needs and general scholarship.
In this connection. It is helpful to recall the Investigation 
made some years ago by Mr. P. L. Clapp, quoted by Professor W. C. Bagley in 
•School Discipline', pp, 30"33* Clapp secrired a rating- of tho important
elements which entered into the personality of a successful public school 
teacher. One hundred expbrienced school si^erintendents.and principles pre­
pared a list of ten specific qualities; and then rated these qualities in tho 
order of their Importance in the success of certain successful teachers in 
their school. The following is the- list in the order of their liiq)ortance: 
address (manner of meeting people); personal appearance; optimism; reserve: 
enthusiasm; fairness; sincerity; sympathy; vitality and scholarship,"
The terms. Religious Leader and the Field of Religious Education 
and Christian work are so general, and there are so many varied types of work 
found therein, that it is necessary for the trained worker to specialize in a 
given field. A minister should be selected for a given field because of his 
special training in the problems and opportunities of that field. For exam­
ple, a minister for a field located in the center of an industrial group 
should have special training in sociology, labor problems and industrial 
methods. To successfully reach the people in that community, he should be 
a student of their problems. The minister must not be a "Jack of all trades"
1. Athearn, W. s.. The Indiana Survey, Vol, 1, p. 458
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*or a dabbler in maz\y fields, but in certain situations he should be a special-* 
1st, adequately trained for a given type of worlc,
A minister should Imow considerably more than technical, boolc 
knowledge* He should know, at least in a general way, something of the work 
in which his congregation is engaged* A rural minister should know- farming . 
and rriral problems* He should be able to talk intelligently with his people* 
The minister in a college coomunity must know the latest achievements in the 
various educational fields* He must be a specialist in the field of religion, 
and he must be able to connect that religion with the problems of the students* 
He, himself, must be a devoted and intelligent student.
1
But, ”with all thy getting, get understanding"* It is not
enough for a minister or any Eeligious Leader to have book knowledge* That,
of course, is necessary and a great help, but it is only a beginner., a gleam
which leads on to the bright lights of practical education*
A part of one*8 education is the acquisition of a certain
amount of cqnsnon sense and common culture* Common sense is practical, every
day thinking* The Heligious Leader must not stay up in the sky somewhere,
"nor lose the common touch"* He must be able to "talk with crowds or walk 
2
with kings." In the words of George Fox, the Religious Leader must hitch
his wagon to the skies, but keep his feet on the ground."
"Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise 
From outward things, whatever you may believe. 
There is an inmost centre in us- all.
Where truth abides in fulness; and jaround 
Wall upon wall, the gross flesh hems it in. 
This perfect, clear perception—and to know 
Ratliar consists in opening out a way 
Whence the imprisoned splendor may escape.
Than in effecting’ entry for a light 
Supposed to be without,"
1, Proverbs 4:7
2. Kipling, R,, "IP". 3. Browning, Robert, "Paracelsus", Part I
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The Character of the The character of the -fiellgious Leader best- he 
Eeligious Leader analj^zed hy a treatment of certain cardinal 'Virtues
and specific vices, A standard of ethics should 
attenpt to set forth certain definite characteristics which reveal the true 
character of the Heligious Leader,
The following virtues would seem to he fundamental in the develop­
ment of worthy Religious Leaders: Faith; Reverence; Honesty; Humility; 
Intelligence; and Initiative,
FAITH has a four-fold application: faith in God; faith in' Jesus 
Chris't; faith in sel'f; and faith in mankind.
Professor Rufus M. Jones in his hook, "Religious Foundations", 
in answering- the question, "How Shall We Think of God?", says^. "God is the 
ground and reality of that which is good, the spring and basis of a real 
moral and spiritual universe, the-life and inspiration'of all our aims at 
righteousness and truth, the Great Cozrpanion who shares with us in the tra­
vail and tragedy of the world and who is working through us to bring things 
up to better, God is necessary to explain our world of values. The 
nystic holds that the reality of God is the consciousness of enjoying hia 
presence,"
Professor Borden P- Bowne wrote: "For. the theist, God is ever­
present agent in the on-going world, and nature is hut the form axid product 
of his ceaseless activity. He is in the darkness as well as in the light,
in the failure and sorrow as well as in success and Joy, in death as well as
2
in life. He is the God of all things, and is blessed forevermore,"
1, Jones, Rufus M,, 'Religious Foundation, p, 5,
2, Bowne, Borden P,, The Inmanence of God, p, 24
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”To believe in Sod”, sa^re Dr* James-Hastinfi:s, "is not merely be­
lieving certain truths about him, not merely believing there is such a Being, 
but something much deeper ahd more ingjortant than this; to believe in Sod is
to believe in him as to make that belief the ground of all we do, the measure
1
of all we think and say*”
This fundamental belief in a God, "in whom we life and move and 
2
have our being,” is an essential in the character’ of the Religious Leader.
Christian faith means faith in Jesus as the Lord and Master. 
Paul’s message still rings in our ears: "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and 
thou Shalt be saved.” ^ The Hellgiaus Leader reaches the mysteries of the 
nature and being' of God and Jesus Christ by a dynamic faith which, is the 
center of the con^lex of life*
Faith in Jesus assumes a spiritual and personal trust in him*
We believe' in his principles of world brotherhood and love as the hope of 
society. His love for all mankind, everywhere creates a vital force which 
leads men to a world service*
"The character of Jesus is the character of the Almighty Sod,
the Holiness of Jesus is the Holiness of God, the wrath of Jesus is the wrath
of God, the compassion of Jesus is the compassion of God, the cross of Jesus
is the revelation of sorrow, self-sacrificing love with which the sin of man
4
fills the heart of the Eternal.”




4. Law, E*, The Emotions of Jesus, p* 11
I
Faith in C^lst is well expressed by J. G. Shairp in the follow­
ing: poem:
**I have a life with Christ to live*
But, ere I live it, must I wait 
Till learning can clear answer give 
Of this, and that Book's date?
I have a life, in Christ to live,
I have a death in Christ to die;
And must I wait, till science give 
' All doubts a full reply?
Nay, rather, while the sea of doubt 
Is raging- wildly round about.
Questioning- of life and death and sin,
Let me but creep within 
Thy fold, 0 Christ, and at thy feet.
Take but the lowest seat.
And hear thine awful voice repeat
In gentlest accents, heavenly sweet,
'Come xmto me and rest 
Believe me, and be blest,* ”
Faith in self is essential to the highest type of character.
It is true that the Religious leader "must not think of himself more highly 
than he ought to think", but under-estimation of self is a greater sin than 
over-estimation. The Religious Leader is facing a most difficult task and
he must have faith In himself, in his own ability to accomplish that task,
%
The Religious Leader may have professional training, he may see the great 
need and outline a program of action, but if he lacks faith in himself he is 
doomed to fail-ore.. The Religidus Leader must bewar'e of extreem positions. 
He must not be too self-confident, nor too modest.
The Religious Leader cannot have the fullest faith in God nor in 
himself without a full appreciation of and faith in mankind. Faith in man­




”Falth in man is a duty as well as faith in God, in fact, our
general conduct every day in our intercoxirse with our fellow-beings depends at
every turn on our faith in our follow-beinga. When that faith ceases, -society
ceases with it, and a rule not of men with moral natures, but of tigers and
1
foxes in the guise of men, conmences with it."
"There is a hero in every man, a Christ in every man. Choose 
your meeting- ground with your fellow-men. Do not meet him on his plain side, 
-bdt on his least plain, most beautiful side. Worship the Christ in him.
Give your vote and your allegiance and your faith to the man who has a tender 
heart and. a hand of power, one who from the fount of love can produce the 
miracle of love. But what is, the miracle of love? It is the interpreta­
tion of dull fact into bright sense, the transformationof barren metal into 
gold, the ray of sun-light through the poor window, the picking up of the
despised piece of creation whether human being-, animal, flower or thing and
2
putting it where it gives glory to God."
"I was not christened in a church, but I was sprinkled from morn­
ing ’til night with the dews of roligion,"said Rufus Jones, And this 
is something of the method whereby the Religious Leader may develop his faith. 
The Religious Leader's faith is not only the result of study of creed or doc­
trine of a given denomination nor of several denominations, but a continuous, 
daily growing into a consciousness of the presence and love of God.
Faith—in God, in Jesus Christ, in self, in man-kind—is a card­
inal virtue in the character of the Religious Leader. His BVipreme goal is 
not only to find God for himself, but to lead men to God. All of his organ­
ization, his methodology and his professional training and standards are for 
this one ultimate, instrumental purpose.
1. Blackie, John S,, The Day Book,
2, Graham, Stephen, Priest of t^ Ideal, p. 34O 
3* Jones, RufTis M., A Boy's Religion, p. 3
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EEVEBENCE is a hand-maiden of faith. Reverence is that element 
of worship which unites the sonl of man with the soul of God. ThroTigh rever­
ence, man has fellowship with'his maker and sustainer.
"Even when the worship of daemons has long since reached the high­
er level of worship of gods, these gods still retain something of the ’ghost* 
In the impress they make on the feelings of the worshipper. Via,, the peculiar 
quality of the uncanny and awful, which survives with the quality of exalted­
ness sublimity or is symbalized by means of it* And this element does
not disappear even on the highest level of all, where the worship of God is 
at its purest, . . .The 'shudder* reappears in a form ennobled beyond measure 
where the soul, held speechless, trembles inwardly to the furtherest fibre of
its being. It invades the mind mightily in Christia^J worship with the words:
1
Holy, Holy, Hbly."
Reverence is never put out on display, but is that intimate re­
lationship, that private devotion and meditation, that ever-present, surround­
ing, spiritual element which is the essence of Christianity, In this spirit 
of personal fellowship with God, the Psalmist wrote: "As the hart panteth
after the water brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, 0 God, B(y soul
2
thirsteth for God, for the living 5od," And again, "I will love thee, 0 
Lord, TD^ strength. The Lord is my Rock and my Portress, and my Deliverer;
My Obd, my strengtih, in whom I will trust; ny Buckler and the Horn pf my
3
Salvation, and my High Tower,"
True reverence is not expressed in merely following some set
program of Bible study or set time of prayer, but is fxpressed in constant
active meditation with God, While a set program of devotion may have its
l.Otto, Rudolf, translated by John W. Harvey, The Idea of the.Holy, '
(Oxford University Press) , I923, p. 17-
2. Psalm 42:1, 2;
3, Psalms l8:i, 2*
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place* the highest form of reverence is maintained a desire to know &od as a 
personal Con^anion said Friend,
In the spirit of reverence the believer partakes of the sacrements 
or Bits in silence before God in keeping with the worship of the Society? of 
Friends* fieverence is not measured bjr sacrifice* sacrament or even the silent 
worship* but it is measured bjr the unit^ ^of relation between God and man. It 
is the condition of the mind* heart* and consciousnese or Personality which 
brings true reverence. The test of reverence is the life lived in keeping 
with the Christ Ideal. The spirit of reverence develops with personal exper­
ience with God.
As the Religious Leader Idoks out of his window across the rest­
lessness of the sea* as he looks out upon the hills with their miraculous 
shades, and colorings, as he gazes into the skies and perceives the slowly 
moving clouds and the mysteries of light and darkness—-God speaks and the 
soul of man responds in a silent reverence* And this response is a tcystical 
union, and a spiritual relationship which we call reverence*
"HONESTY is a consistent good will, that practices responsible
thinking and responsible memory with regard to past thinking and past prom-
1
ises and present individual and social obligations." Honesty is a fundsu- 
mental virtue of all life. Religious, conroercial and political, life* all, 
are based on conditions of honesty. Honesty carries with it "a consistent 
good will" which operates in all the phases of life. The inter-actions and 
interdependence of society presi^poses this idea. Veracity is a "condition 
of self-respect and an act of faithfulness" said Kent*
1, Brightman, E* S.
3^
‘ The ReligloiJs Leader most first of all be honest with God. This •
means a con^lete giving of self to the will and mind of God. This is a part 
of the Christianas faith. He must be honest with his convictions.
The second honesty is honesty to self. Whittier has given us the 
worthy admonition:
"Be true to yourself* and 
Do justice to all,"
The definition of honesty carries with it the idea that an honest
man is consistent and applies his ideals of honesty in all his thinking.
Honesty is an obligation— and obligation to self and to society. One cannot
be true to society until he is true to self, "Civilization needs nhlvation
from SHAM work, thought, service, study, literature and sham orthodoacy.
1
Superlative speech is a bad habit."
Honesty to the Profession of Religious Education consists in loyal­
ty to the ideals and standards as set forth by that organization. The 
Religious Leader must have an honest, sincere conviction of the value of 
Religious Education, He must believe,thoroughly, in its value and possibilities. 
Ho must conduct himself in all his activities in such a way that he is consid- 
ered as being honest to his profession.
Anything less than honesty is a flaw in the character of the 
Religious Leader, It is the selling of character for a "mess of pottage".
Little acts of dishonesty will undermine an otherwise perfect character.
The Religious Loader who is truly honest will avoid such moral 
ten^jtations, as are considered later in this thesis, which keep him from 
reaching the highest possible goal. A Religious Loader cannot be honest a 
tendency to, low standards of good taste; an affectation of worldliness; 
get into professional ruts or give any place to vices which detract from his 
best character, ^
1. Brightman, e. S.
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Alice Gary In her poem, "Kohility” hae given a definition of 
TMi'6''Worth or honesty which may well he taken hy the Heligions Leader:
"True worth is in being, not seeming.
In doing each day that goes by.
Some little good, not in dreaming.
Of Great things to do by and by.
For whatev.sr men say in their blindness 
In spite of the fancies .of youth.
There’s nothing so kingly as kindness.
And nothing so royal as truth."
A fourth cardinal virtue -which should claim our attention Is 
HUMILITY. "Hmllity", according to Dr. E. 'S. Brightman, "moans viewing 
oneself in true perspective in relation to one’s virtues and defects, in 
relation to one’s neighbors and God." Anyone ^o thinks of himself in true 
relationship with God has hiamility.
Humility is included in the proper attitude one holds towafd hint- 
self. Faith In self is an element of humility. Humility, In its truest 
and broadest sense, will do away with the ailments which detract from proper 
evaluation of self, namely, sensitiveness', indecision, and worry.
Paul gave the proper relationship between humility and excessive
glory when he said: "For 1 say, throu^ the grace given unto me, to.every man
that is anong you, not to think of himself more highly of himself than he
ought to think; but think soberly according as God hath dealt to every man the
1
measure .of faith." The proper attitude toward self, than', comes with the
proper attitude toward God. Two very important features in the passage 
from Paul are: man must have THOUGHT and FAITH. These characteristics are 
essential in the proper evaluation of self.
1. Homans 12:3
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7he naive Interpretation of htunility has too often been the idea 
of the ascetic who devotes himself to solitary contemplative life* with 
rifforons discipline of self* But in reality humility seeks the synoptic 
view of life. Humility seeks to *'See life whdle”, in other words* to see 
all of its g:ood points and all of its bad points. The ascetic underesti­
mated the value of self and showed a false dignity of human personality.
In humility the Bellgious LOhder takes an inventory of self in 
all its aspects. He knows his value and power* He knows his unfavorable 
characteristics and his weaknesses. In humility he thanks God for his en­
dowments* his training and opportunities and prays for strength to overcome 
in time# and places.of weakness and seeming- failure.
In true humility the Heligious Leader will neither over-estimate 
nor under-estimate his strength or weakness. Over-estimation of self leads 
to self-content and self-interest. Under-estimation of self leads to use­
lessness and stagnation. '
"I pray God that I may ever be humble* and think of i^yself as a 
child should* who feels that he owes everything^belng* guidance* support* 
to his Father. But may he keep me from false humility which is^oses a
1
sense of self-degradation that pulls his dignity downward as it sinks.”
Jesus*’'humility is expressed in Fhillppians 2:8, ”He humbled 
himself* becoming obedient even unto death* yea the death of the oiose.”
This grounded humility expresses Itself not in the negations and mortifi­
cations of pietism and monasticism* but in: (1). A sense of insignificance 
in the presance of God* not unlike Rudolf 0tto*8 ”%8teriam Tremendum”* 
and Paul*8 rhapsody to the Romans* (11:33) "0 the depths of the riches both 
of the wisdom and th knowledge of God2 How unsearchable are his judgments
and his ways past tracing out.” (2). "Deliberate submission to God*8 
1. Murray* V/. H., The Fruits of the Spirit, p, 75
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‘ diBpensation In accordance with the conmand of Jesus (Matt. 11:25) "Take iqy ‘ 
yoke upon you and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart and ye shall 
find rest for your, souls," Thus defined, humility does not require straight­
ened outward circumstances or troubles due to society, but a definite conscious­
ness of the friendly might of God and an equally definite resolution to subiiitt 
oneself to him.
HfTEUiIGENGE, that power of thinking and evaluating, is a cardinal 
virtue in the char^tor of the Eeligious Leader. Intelligence includes in­
sight and is fundamental in successful promotion of a program.
Illiteracy on the part of society in both social and religious 
matters is disturbing the thinking leaders of today. The following quotas 
tion from an editorial in the Boston Traveler sums up the social situation:
J'The greatest danger to the United States is not physical attack 
from enemies at homo or abroad, but it is the deadening of the moral sense 
of the altlzons in personal,.civic and economic affairs. The health and 
strength of our nation are determined by the standards of conduct of our 
citizens.
"imericanism is the emblem of the good citizen. We are not good 
citizens if we ignore the un-American condition In our state and nation.
The two-most serious dangers which appear to menace. America today are public 
indifference to political and social problems, and the spirit of distrust 
among large groups of citizens. The attitude of indifference toward public 
questions is evident in the ’stay-at-home* vote, and the political illiter­
acy of many citizens on in5)ortant legislation..................
"ire^^l6e9,suspicion-, fear, hatred and doubt, thrive in the
soil of illiteracy. The American spirit of tolerance and the square deal
1
can be developed only on right information."
1. Herlihy, Ohas. M., Low Moral end Intellectual Standards, Boston Traveler,* 
Sept. ^923*
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It is the rdsponsihllity of the chiurch, throti^ the profession of 
' Religious Leaders, to eradicate these conditions. It will take a most intell- 
Igent leadership to correct these hlots on society. It is the duty of the 
church to teach Christian principles in such an intelligent manner that all 
listeners will turn to the practice of these ideals.
The mental reactions of the people of the churches or schools is 
dependent upon the intelligence of the leaders. Uodem psychology and 
sociology have put into the hands of the Religious. Leader the means of intell­
igent evaluation and interpretation of the needs of society.
Some elemental principles of intelligence as listed hy Miss Bertha 
Gonde* are as follows:.
1. The inind is controlled more completely hy positives than 
hy negatives. It tends to yield to the suggestion of 
*do* rather than ’don’t*.
2. One must always take into account the difference in-tem- 
perment.
3. In all religious work we must take full account of the 
laws of hahit in dealing with problems of moral and 
religious life.
4. It must he remembered also that we are so made that 
mental and physical states are interrelated.
3* In dealing with the religious life of a23y one we can 
count upon the help of the suhoonscious life as well 
as the res>onse of the conscious attention.
b. In the religious life the fundamental motive that
1
moves the will is love.
jlPP 37-42. ^1 Conde’, Bert^^a, The Human Element in the Making of a Christian,
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The intelligent Heligions Leader will attempt at all times to 
aTold inaocnracies; make assertions without evidence; nor think one thing and 
teach another. He must have intellectual respectahility. He must not jun^ 
at conclusions, hut make thorough* thoughtful investigations of religious’ and 
social conditions.
Because of intelligence the Heliglous Leader wil.! stand as an 
^uthority in his field. He will meet the standard of his' profession. He 
must believe with reason, in other words he must know what he believes and 
whjf, he must know what he teaches and lead others to a place of thoughtful 
under st ending-.
The chief purpose of the church should be to have an intelligent 
membership. In order to attain this goal* the Religious Leader must have an 
intelligent knowledge of his people, their needs and interests. The church 
is not long-er concerned with religious topics alone* but is concerned with 
all problems as the^ touch hiunan life. The church must relate its religious 
teachings to the problems of conxnercial, social, political and economic life 
as well as the religious life. This demands auuintelligent leadership.
The clergyman who deals with sociological subjects must be an in­
telligent student of sociology. He must not make statements ^ich he is not 
able to verify. He must'not suggest solutions of the social problems until 
he has investigated them, l^less he can talk about social questions "With 
authority", his proportion of sermons on current social questions should be 
very small. The Religious Leader must know what he is talking about. A 
display of ignorance on the part of a Religious Leader is always remembered.
The Religious Leader must not take sides on any question nor 
atten^t to teach his followers a method of procedure unless he has made an 
intelligent investigation snd Is able to Justify his stand. Any activity
\
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’or thought hy the Heligious Leader, must be intelligent.
In spealcing- of the intellectual ability of the minister* Professor
Sneath of Yale makes a statement ^ich seems to sum up the characteristic of
intelligence required for all Religidus Leaders: "The minister is preeminently
the man whose b:^ain should teem with the finest thoughts and hipest ideals*
and be able to deliver them. He must in his own field lead the social and
industrial leaders of the community, clarify the thinking of his own people*
interpret the past to the present* the present to itself, and prepare the race
for the future. All this demands the highest service that the best minds can
render. Knowledge* skill in clear, cogent thinking and sound common sense
1
alone can succeed.”
1. Sneath* £• H.* Christian Work as a Vocation* p. 2^
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THE RELIGIOUS LEADER .IN THE FIELD 'OP EUDEAVOR 
The Local What may the community ©xjject of the Religious Leader?
Situation Formally, the oonmunity does not have the right to expect more
of the Religious Leader than of anyopeelse. J2aterially, it has 
the right to e:]q}ect more because the Religious Leader has a sacred function.
He has a peculiar responsbility because he. is a messenger of God.
Every child has a soul and every day is a part of man’s life.
Man is not a mechanical object, but a. free, developing personality. "There 
are various passions, impulses, instincts, both selfluh and social, rational 
and irrational, which enter into life and give it a definite form on their 
own account," said professor Bowne, The first task, in the development" of 
character, is the mastery of self,, passions, impulses and instincts. Animals 
act on in^ulse, but man thinks.
The ethics of life have to do with the natural, daily acts of 
life. The ethics of Jesus Christ apply to all men, under all good and worthy 
conditions. The Religious Leader is not Interested in a tedious theory, of 
life—he is interested in a practical system of ethics which deals with all 
activities of life. He must know HOW TO LIFE. He most guard his own char­
acter for its own sake*
Thus in the making of his program, he must first of all master 
self, l^ow where he is going and why.
The Type of The types of programs are broad in their character and scope. 
Program The Religious Leader may be .a preacher, a teacher, a social
worker, a missionary, an executive, a supervisor or he may be 
called by a score of other names.
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!rhe progTsm of the Eellgidxis Leader is not merely made up elo­
quent orations; v;ell-written essays; nor efficient organization and adminis­
tration, These are necessary, hut "the preacher not only proclaims truth; 
he glows and shines with it, radiates it, and so far as in him lies, incarn­
ates it. The whole man as well as the message is involved in these sermons.
In the deppest sense the man is the message. It is nothing less than the
presentation of ’truth through personality* as Phillips Brooks defines it,
1
with such persuasive powers as to mold and transform men,"
In the local situation the Heligious Leader must be ‘filled with 
the spirit of "Woe is me if I preach not -the Gospel". His life must be 
aflame with his message, his purpose, his program. He must glue the ingress- 
ion that he thoroughly believes in the work in which he is engaged.
Whatever may be the form of the organization, whatever the name 
by which he is called, the subject matter of the program of Heligious Education 
is Christianity, Christianity, in the last analysis, is LIFE—life lived 
according to the examples and principles of-Jesus, It may be clothed in a 
certain creed or doctrine; it may be called a system of theology or a oode^ of 
ethics; it may be a Lord’s Supper or a mystical silent worship—but whatever 
terminology may be used—Christianity is Life,
Jesxis was^concerned with the relationships 'between God and men.
In defining his purpose, Jesus said: "I bm the Way, the Truth and the Life," 
and "I am come that they may have life, and have it more abundantly,"
This is the Subject for the program of Heligious Education,
Clothe it as you will, indoctrinate it to suit your needs, but the purpose 
of a program of Christianity is to lead mankind to the Jesus-way of life,
1, Sneath, E. H., Christian Work as a Vocation, p, 10,
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The Place of The Eeligious Leader must be a leader in the local sifuationr 
Leadership the comnuniti?. He must stand for the highest in moral
and religious ideals. He must stand on a firm foundation of 
conviction in regard to social. Industrial, political, moral and religious 
problems as they exist in the local situation. He must not-v/ait until some 
favorable opportun'tty taioclcs at his door, but he must go out, and seelc and find 
high ideals of Christianity leadership. He must lead his people into "Paths 
of righteoueness,"
His leadership must be of such a character that men “will come to 
him fox guidance, for advice and suggestions. Ho, must consider his calling as 
a call from God, His ideals and standards must be of such character as will
IsEtd society onward to a better civilization.
The Religious Leader must be a person of initiative. He must not
wait for others, but must move forward leading his people with him. He must be 
the advance agent of all that is good,_ noble and worthy of a religious man's . 
interest and energy.
To be a leader of men one must Icwe mankind. "For God so loved 
the world that he gave his only begotten Son, th'at whosoever believeth on
him shall nht perish, but have everlasting life." "Love......... expresses that
outgoing of the self into the lives of others, which, according to Jesus, is 
the actual nature of God, the potential nature of man, the secret of individ­
ual blessedness and the promise of social salvation.... .A person who loves 
carries with him a generous llght-heartodness, a genial optimism, which show




2. Hyde, William P., The Five Great Philosophies of Life, pp. 217-I8,
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"Neither eloquent speech or elegant writing, neither ornate cere­
monial nor orthodox symbal, ncr anything- short of actual toil to ser-ve human
need and help human Joy can translate lo-Te into life......... all work done in love
counts, stands, endures. All work done In vanity and self-seeking, all work 
shirked with pretence of religion, or excuse of wealth, .or pride of social
station, leaves the soul hard, hollow, unreal, and fails to stand I5ve*s 
1
searching' test."
l*he Heligdbus Leader must be'friend Of everybody, rich and poor, 
educated and ignorant, young and old. The Religious Leader caimot love the 
heathen in Africa and hate the colored man who comes and sits down by him in 
the street car. He must forget, as Livingstone confessed that he did, 
"whether men are black or white."
To lead men he must see their strength and their weakness. He 
may show them their good points and their bad points. Men must feel that 
he is their firisM, their true leader. The Religious Leader must live in 
the situation in which his 'people are living.
In so far as the Religious Leader loves mankind, befriends them 
and helps them, will he have a place of leadership. -
Attitude toward One of the chief contributions .of a profession of Religious 
Colleagues Bducation is the proffer attitude toward colleagues. In
the past there has been little cooperation or spirit of 
friendliness between religious leaders,’ This is due, perhaps, to denomina­
tional differences and ignorant workers,
1. Hyde, William, D., The Five Great Philosophies of Life, pp 246-7,
r
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Certain definite attitudes toward mother religions workers which 
have been wrong;* are—lack of cotirtes^ to others in or out of their presence; 
gossip; and failure to cooperate. It is unethical and unchristian for members 
of the profession of Baliglous Education to indulge in these wrong attitudes.■
The attitude of the church at large is dependent upon the attitude 
of the leaders. The attitudes of the ministers toward some other denominations 
will determine the attitude of the members ,of their churches toward the other 
chtirches. The minister thus has a moral and a Christian obligation.
The colleagues of the Heligiouo leader are all people engaged in 
the profession of fieligious Education* regardless of their classification* de­
nomination or type of service.
Dr. B. S. Brightman in his course in "Practical Ethics"* has 
given six special points in regard to right attitudes toward colleagues:
1. Courtesy whether in their presence or absence.
2. Cosaip should alwasy be avoided.
3. Beware of too close frienddhips with those who
are on the morally side. The line should
be drawn on fundamental issues* not on personal 
1ines•
4. A minister who has left a charge should not go
back for weddings* funerals* etc.* unless 
under unusual conditions. If he does so he 
should take the matter up with the present 
minister in that place.
5. Be friendly with the ministers of the other
denominatioi^
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6. If you are to talk for twenty mijimtes, stop at 
nineteen', and a half minutes.
One of the great problems before the Heljgious Leaders today is 
the matter of proper attitudes toward others in the profession. The proper 
attitudes of Religious workers toward other workers will mhke for a wholesome 
Christian spirit of cooperation and thus further the Kingdom of God. Pro­
fessional consciousness will do away with much of the ill-feeling and wrong 
attitudes toward other Religious Leaders.
Specific Duties of In dealing with a term so broad in its meaning as is 
Religious Leaders the term Religious Leader* it is impossible to deal in
any great detail with the specific duties of the variohs 
types of leaders. We will consider, in the present writing five of the more 
important Religious Leaders—namely, the minister^ the teacher, the director 
of Religious Education, the social worker and the missionary.. We will not 
atten^t to cover all th^ duties of these le.ader8, but in a general wcy will 
outline .some of the more common dut-ies.
THE MINISTER. The minister stands as the leader in the local 
church. ilthoi^h the work of the laymen is increasing-, and rightly so, the 
highest place of leadership falls upon the minister. He is considered” the 
great; exan^le, the final seat cf authority. The minister is both preacher 
and pastor.
In the present organization bf the Protestant Church is 'first of 
all a preacher. In this capacity he is a spokesman of God. He is God^s 
representative and interpreter. The success of hia sermons will depend, 
very largely, upon his clbse contact and communion with God- and the linking 
of this relationship with his membership.
4S
Preaching' consists of three characteristics: "Intellectnal equip­
ment and technical skill, and a radiantly transmissive personality."
Through intellectual equipment the preacher will choose his materials; through 
technical skill he will arrang-e and deliver his materials; and through a rad­
iantly transmissive personality ho will live the ideals which hb is preaching. 
atih tha most important of those characteristics is his own personality, »
As a preacher, the minister is a leader of worship and spiritual 
growth. In this capacity he is a prophet and a pfiest. In the administra^ 
tion of sacrements, in prayer and devotion, in the announcing of hymns, the 
preacher carries himself in keeping with the dignity of his dffice. Spirit­
ual growth is the ultimate goal of all church activity and whatever may be 
done in organisation and administration must have this goal in mind*
The minister is also known as the "pastor"* In this capacity 
he is the shepherd of his flock. In this capacity ho^ deals with-the individ­
ual and group problems of his congregation. He visits his people in their 
homes, in their places of enjoyment. He mingles with his peo£)lS in their 
social affairs. He is their aid and counoelor in times of trouble.
In the capacity of pastor, the minister is no long-er a "parish 
visitor", but a social worker who sees the needs of his people and attempts 
to satisfy those needs. The pastor in every sense is a man of the world not 
of the cloister and pulpit. He must be able to lau^ with’his people and cry 
with them. Ho must be able to appreciate their sorrows and sympathize with 
them, and at the same time be able to enjoy-their pleasures.
The-ppstoir must not dismiss the skeptic, or doubter with a slight 
remark, but he must, through a series of unlimited frank talks attenqpt to 
make plain the truth. In this relationship he may develop into a proper 
Keligidus Leader.
i'Sneath, Ohristian Work as a Vocation, p. 11.
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THE TEAOHSB. !Hi0 Greatest Beli8:i6u8 Leader was a Master Teacher. 
Matthew in recording that great gathering on the' mountain speaks of Jesus aa 
teaching. The chief method used by Jesus was the teaching ministry. He 
taught men and women how to live. Ho taught of the Kingdom of God,
ATiri in the largest sense, every Heliglous leader must be a teacher. 
He mast be aa educator, "Christian Education", says Dr, Walter Scott -Athearn, 
"is the introduction of control into experience in ternB of Jesus Christ."
And again quoting from Dr, Athearn, "ho who would determine the destiny of the 
race must determine the ideals of the race. If progress is to come it must 
come through two ^encies that have to do with the mind of man—the prophet 
and rabbi—the preacher and teacher."
Society to-day needs preeminently the Christian Teaol^r. Hot 
only are they needed in church schools, but are greatly needed in the public 
schools. Moral and religious ideals will come, in a large measure, through 
the personalities of Christian teachers.
Intelligent and luminous interpretation of the Bible and religious 
doctrines in terms of comnon knowledge and common understanding is of prime 
in^jortance. The teacher must be able to give adequate analysis of these In^jort- 
ant subjects.
The two great problems confronting the Religious Leaders to-day 
are: (1). fundamentalism versus modernism; and {2} war versus peace. These
problems may be solved by Christian teachers who are filled with a seeking 
toleration, that is an open-minded, tolerant attitude toward differences of 
opinion; and by their ability to educate the people to a place of individual 
and group application of the principles of Jesus Christ, This is the ohall- 
enge to the Christian teacher.
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THS SOCIiL WOHCKH. "Sociology is an attGn^>t to account for the 
origin, growth, structure and activities of society by the operation of phys­
ical, vital and psychical causes working together in the process of evolution," 
says Dr. biddings of Columbia University. This science of sociology has 
opened a new field for the Bellgious Leader. The title of such a worker may 
be the Christian Sociologist or the Christian Social Worker.
The subject’matter of the Christian social worker is life. Life 
in all its aspects, at its best and at its worst; life of the highly developed 
and of the lowly. The social worker is not concerned with race, color, creed 
nor occupation, but he is concerned with human life wherever it may be found 
and in whatever condition it may be found. He atten^ts to see life as he be­
lieves Christ would see it and have him see it. For hfm to see life is to 
serve it.
The Christian Social Worker must have the human touch, the love, 
the compassion and the sympathy of the Blaster. He is not merely concerned 
with the giving- of bread nor healing the physical body; but he attempts to give 
the Bread of Life.and to heal the spiritual and mental soul and body of human­
ity. It is not his desire to aid men in being dependent upon their fellowmen, 
but his aim is to cause an inter-dependence which makes all men brothers. He 
seeks that coherent whole of life which brings into realization the ideals of 
Jesus.
The social teachings of the Christian Social Worker are based
upon that first Social Worker—Paul. It was he who plead for the presenting
of bodies as a "living sacrifice", a "Spiritual service", realizing- that we
1
must "be of the same mind one toward another,"
1. Romans 12:1, 1&. * *
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* 7HS MISSIONAH?. Jnsensa all Halig1.ouB Leadere ara mission­
aries whether their fields are at home or abroad. They are men and women sent 
by God for the purpose of furthering his kingdom. They may be preachers, 
pastors, teachers or social workers, but in reality their duties are so numer- 
oiLs that they come under all these headings at the same time.
To be a missionary is more than to hear a call for the foreign 
field* A call, of course, is essential but only a beginning. The.mission­
ary mu^t feel his professional consciousness as does any other Heligious 
Leader. He must meet the standards of education and other professional stand­
ards in the same way as do other leaders. He may be a specialist for a given 
field or a given coxaitry, but the general principles of the professional ideal 
are his. His work and character must be of such ”a nature that he is recog­
nized as a worthy representative of the cause of God.
We cannot speak of the missionaries without making a plea for 
adequate interest and support on the part of the laity and leaders who stay at 
home. Our missionaries go out with a deep conviction and in most cabes, with 
thorough training, but are handicapped in their work because of failure on the 
part of the home folk* This is a responsibility which ^1 Heligious Leaders 
must face and meet.
THE DIRECTOR OF RELIGIOUS EDUGATIOK. Last in our list wo will 
consider that most recent professional group—the directors of Religious Edu­
cation. Much of the hope of the church lies within the hands of this group.
First of all, the Director must be a Christian of native ability 
and professional training. In the local church he stands as the educator 
and prophet. He stands at the dawn of a new day, putting aside the dim, 
massive curtain of unintellig-ent and is^ractical church management.
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The Director will atten^t to develop his personality in keeping * 
with the standards of this thesis as outlined in the sections on the education­
al equipment* character and purpose* He will know his own weaknesses and will 
attempt to overcome any moral temptations which may come to him.
In a general way* the specific duties, of the director will bes
1, Make friends. He must have a personality which will draw
people to him, having once drawn people to him* he must so live that he
will he able to keep friends.
2, Ho must study his field. Ho must secure facts regarding
I
existing conditions* size of church* community relations* type of people* thus 
knowing the type of program needed,
3, His program must be absolutely definite, Ito must.hiake a 
"blue print” outline of his field and possibilities. He must have a pro­
posed program And ever work for its attainment,
4, He must not duplicate his machinery and he must not hinder 
existing- organizations. He must seek a correlated'program, but PROCEED 
SLOWLY.
5, He must not emphasize his professional, standing* nor his, 
peculiar abilities, but be an humble leader in the local situation,
6, He must find and develop leadership.,
7, He must work in a cooperative, Christian spirit with those 
people with whom he is associated. .
The Ooramunity The Religious Leader not only has a definite relation to
Program his local situation* but also to the commcmity. Sarah
Collins Fernanadls defines conamanity in the following lines:
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"Strotig:* that no human soxil may pass 
Its warm and encircling- unity,
Wide to enclose all creed, all class.
This shall we name CCMfUniTT.
Service shall he that all and each 
Roused to know the common g-ood,
Shall strive and in the striving reach 
A broader human brotherhood."
The church, in the present ag-e, feels its definite relation to 
the problems of society in all its connections. Dr, E. S. Brightman in his 
lectures in Practical Ethics deals very definitely with the attitude of 
Beligious Leaders in regard to the industrial question:
' "What are some of the various possible attitudes of religious
leadership toward industrial questions? (1), -To leave'them alone* This 
idea would keep ethics and religion s'eparate. There will never be a prophet 
who does not touch upon social problems. There is however, a danger of ex­
cessive preaching on political questions, but there is nothing that should 
keep out entirely tlie ethics and religion in social problems, (2), That the 
Beligious Leader try to solve social problems. Ordinarily the Beligious 
Leader cannot do social work because he is not an e^ert in social and eco­
nomic problems, (3), The business of the church and the Beligious Leader is 
to try to lead those who are experts in economic and industrial questions to 
a Christian attitude. It is the business o'f the church in every field of 
life, to put in the Christian spirit. The minister should teach the essential 
spirit of Christianity, Thdt is different 4han an atten^t to solve the social 
and economic problems. Intense conviction and very little knowledge often is 
found with Beligiotis Leaders, They should bd trained along certain lines
such as economics, philosophy, literature, etc,' -Such men should be special-
1
ists and should find work fitted to their special training,"
1, Brightman, E, S,, Lecture on Practical Ethics, question number 47*
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• Tiie chiarch too often has taken a pious indifference to industrial •
and social problems. It is the duty of Heligious leaders to find out facts of 
such conditions and seek to remedy them... The minister should be very, careful 
in the selection of his sermons. The teacher should be very'careful in the 
statements which he makes, Both^Jiiinister and teacher should weigh their state­
ments and know the facts.
The church has a great responsibility- in the community- life of to­
day. It is not enough to criticise existing- conditions, but with the criti­
cism should come a positive program of iii5>rovement.
"What is-the task of the church as reg^ds industrial questions? 
(1). To clearify principles and to educate consciences. l2). To systematize 
their facts. This must be done perfectly by the use of survey methods..
(3), It is the-function of the church to stimulate reforms. (4). Rarely 
should it participate in carrying out of reforms. The leader of the orchestra
does not 'plav. The (diurch should be the leader. Some exceptions to this1
however, are emancipation, prohibition and world peace."
There is a layge place of leadership for the Religious Leader if 
he is capable of filling it. He must take every opportunity to become a part 
of the conmunity life when it fits into his ideals. The Religious Leader 
should stand in the community as an authority on moral and religious problems.
Ho should know the local community and be able to lead it into a higher plane 
of living-. He must not be a meddler, but a constructive builder. As he shows 
his ability and interest, the community will open a large place of service to 
him.
The whole attitude of the Religious Leader in the community must 
be the SPIRIT OF COOPERATION. First of all he must have absolute cooperation
1. Brightman, S. S., Lecture on ' Practical Ethics, question number 49*
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with his own church. From this situation he moves out into the conimmit^.
Ho must have the spirit of cooperation with other churches; with Beml-rollelous 
oreanisations such as the touns Men’s Ohristlan Association; with secular organ, 
iaatlons such as the grange or lodge; and with industrial organizations. He 
must not force himself nor his ideals upon others, hut he must ever he ready to
maire a definite contribution to the community.
The activities of the Religidus Leader in the community will
depend upon the needs of the people and the available material for improvement 
of conditions. He should ever seek balance in his program.
The proper balance will come if the Religious Loader will follow 
Jesus* method of growth: "And Jesus advanced in wisdom and stature and in favor 
with God and man.” ■ The prograni will consist of -niental, physical, religioiis 
and social development. The Religious Leader has a great responsibility In 
achieving proper balance in the e<Mmunity in which he works.
1, Luke 2:5^*
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MORAL TEMPTATIONS OF RELIGIOUS LEADERS
■k
In ths reg'dlaTv dail^ course of events one finds many temptations 
set before the Religious Leader. In class room« in the church, in private 
home and study, in the store, and on the street one finds the Hellg:iop8 Leader. 
It is in times when the Religious Leader is "off guard" that his character is 
being watched. Personality consists not only of one’s education, financial 
and social standing, but it is made up of every act of life* Every act of life 
Is a "part-whole" of personality and character. It is with these "part-whole" 
activities or acts with which we are especially interested in dealing with the 
topic. Moral Temptations of the Religious Leader.
Low Standards in VULGARITY. Christianity deserves the very best. Religion
Good Taste must be presented in the very best possible form. The use
of poor English, on the part of religious workers, is a
great hindrance*to success. "Aint" takes sway an otherwise good message.
Slang has no place in good society and especially no place in the conversation
of Religious Leaders. As Dr. Athearn has saids "Tha reason people use slang
is because they do not have brains enough to think of anything else.” Bernard
says: "With men of the world, trifles are trifles; in the mouth of -a priest
1
they are blasphemes."
"The power of speech," said.Robert E. Speer, "is one of God's great­
est gifts. It is meant for noble use." And not .only this, but an individ­
ual’s character is known, largely, by what he -says and how he acts. Let us
talk about useful things which are worthy of consideration. Many times the 
Religious Leader would be far better off if he would keep silent. It is a 
wise .man who knows when to keep ^still. No conversation is better than vulgar 
conversation. Above all things, beward of gossip, exaggeration and deceit,
1. Bernard, De Considerations, II, XIII 22.
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'' JesxiB condemned excessive thotight alaout food and dress. The
Beligious Leader must be temperate in all things. Dress so that people don't 
know how yon are dressed. In other words, do not be at the height or depth 
of fa^fon. He must strike a happy medixun between the conservative and the
extreme,
ILL JMHEES. Kftnnfirs are bad when used by anyone, but they
are_or at least seem,—worse when used by Religious Leaders. More mistakes
are made in the manners of dress, eating and personal appearance than any 
other ill manners. "Gopd taste in eating has to do with what ypu eat, how 
you eat, and how much you eat. How to eat is quietly, decently and in order, 
said Dr. Brightman,
Observe the usual good table manners. If you do not know how to 
act, watch others, and go slowly, A good sermon may lose its value when a 
minister goes home with a member of his church for dinner and puts his arms, on 
the table, takes his -chicken in his hands, puts the salt on the table cloth, 
drinks his coffee from his saucer or reaches across the table with his knife 
and takes some butter. Such actions will not lead refined people to Christ.
"I am confident that the bad manners of ministers are responsible 
for keeping out of church many of the most Christ-like spirits among the 
common people. 1 have seen ministers standing' in God's stead as host in God's
house, behave in a way which no self-respecting man would thiilk of behaving 
toward guests in his own home. That cannot but drive people away the ^
house .of God Just as such conduct would drive guests away from a man's house,"
Discourtesy Is unpardonable at _sny time, but especially so with 
Religious Lexers. One must consider the standard of etiquette of the group 
with which he is working. If the standards are not of the proper sort, he 
nnist be able to suggest better ones,
1. Gunord, Editorial, Christian Century, May 1922.
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INTIMACY WITH FRIENDS. ISiioh depends upon the relationships of the
Religious Leader with his friends. An otherwise perfect character will he
greatly hindered by improper relations with intimate associates. A good ser­
mon, and intellectual teaching, a program of any soft will lose all power if, 
in the intimate relationships, the Religious Leader does not carry himself in 
the cleanest of moral standards and actions.
The types of people with whom' the Religious Leader must associate 
are many. He will have dealings with people of all ages; children, youth, 
middle aged and old. He'will have dealings with both sexes. He will meet 
people in the church or school, in the homes and in social and private life.
Personal, intimate relations are tests of character. A person 
may have and exhibit a great wealth of knowledge, but if he oversteps the 
proper relations with people, his work is a failure.
The Religious Leader must guard himself against the temptation of 
being too intimate with his friends. This is especially true with people work­
ing with-adolescents. This age is the hero loving, 'ideal setting ag'e. The 
honor of being a hero and an ideal of a youth is often lost by too intimate 
relations. That which goes into the mind of a child will come out in the 
actions of a man. When we are dealing- with boys and girls we are dealing- with 
the greatest thing Cod has made, and we must deal with it carefully and prayer­
fully.
One may have to seem unfriendly and even refrain from friendly 
association with the boy or girl who tends toward too intimate relations. It 
is-better to lose a boy’s friendship, ten5)orarily, through seeming indifference, 
than to lose it forever through too intimate relations', 'The Religious Loader 
faces the problem of being a true, worthy friend and at the same time retain­
ing a certain sense of dignity and poise. Undue familiarity is unpardonable.
6o
Priondship is one of the greatest ‘blessings of life. A true 
friend must give as well as take. If you want to share your troubles or your 
joys with a friend—you must be willing- to hear his sorrows and his joys,
A one-sided friendship is of short endurance, for friendship must be mutual.
One may have many associatesf but he must have few intimate friends. 
Someone has ably saidt "A friend is one who knows all about you and still loves 
you.” It is unwise to tell everyone everything about you. One should have 
one or two real friends to whom he may go and pour out his soul. He who is a 
good listener is a good friend. Beware of unloading your burdens upon people 
at large, but choose friends with utmost care*.
!rhe Heligious Leader must use utmost care in matters of friend­
ship, A friend who proves untrue is immoral and terrible. One must not be
inquisitive for the sake of prying into another's affairs. In a true sincere
friendship there may be a limit beyond which there is not entrance. The 
Religious Leader will be called upon to settle many difficult matters. He 
must listen to all sides. He must not show favoritism, but give justice to 
all.
The secret of friendship is a common interest, sincerity and loyal­
ty, The Religious Leader must find definite, common interests with the group 
with which he is working. These interests, must bo used as points of contact. 
He must never consider a problem lightly or make fun of it. The worker with 
boys will have some very laughable experiences with boy's problems, but if he 
laughs he must laugh when, he is alone. The matters of shaving, long trousers, 
first love affairs nfey seem very laughable to the adult, but to the youth they 
are most serious. The attitude of the Religious -Leader who is to be a true 
friend of boys will listen attentively and use the utmost care and wisdom in 
helping solve these most difficult problems.
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The Religious Leader nnlst never" betray the confidence of anyone, 
but must* always remain true to 'any act of intimate friendship. The minister, 
perhaps more than any other individual, will be taken into the confidence of 
people. Both men and women will come to him with their problems. It is the 
duty of the Religious Leader 'to hear both stories, keep information absolutely 
secret and be fair to both parties.
The Religious Leader must not let his professional or religious 
position interfere‘With matters v/hich have no direct bearing upon his position. 
This is best illustrated by a fact* which was bro\ight to the writer’s attention 
some time ago. There were in a certain congregation two women who wore cousins, 
who had become enemies over a will. The one accused the other of influencing 
a relative in the making of his will.. The minister, -in his New Year’s Sunday 
sermon spoke on forgiveness and spoke of the relations between Jacob and Esau, 
After the sermon he went to the front door of the church and as the two women 
came to him from opposite directions he said* "now don’t you think this is a 
good time for-you to forgive each other end start anew.?” One women said noth­
ing, but looked at him in a most disgusted way. The other replied: "NOl I 
don’t, and I’ll appreciate it if you will tend to your own business?"
The affair made a very bad scene and a very embarrassing situation 
for all concerned. While the two women may be in the wrong, and-while the 
remark of the one woman was most unkind, the chief blame on this definite 
occasion falls on the minister. He was right in preaching his sermon. He 
was right in attempting ta-seek reunion of the two women, but his method was 
absolutely wrong. He was using his.profession when he should have been using 
his friendship. *•
• The Religious Leader of the pr^oper type would have spoken to these*
two women in private or at the most-when the two were alone with him. In this 
way he would have been a true friend and would more likely have reached his 
purpose. As it was it made it necessary for him to make two apologies, and he 
still stands in disfavor with certain people who saw the affair.
Thus we see that the Religious Leader has no right to become too 
intimate with people because of his position. If he does, he not only hinders 
himself, but he hinders the church and God.
In other words the Religious Leader must not pry himself into the 
personal affairs of the people. He must, however, always be ready to listen 
to the troubles of people and always be willing to help in any way that he can.
He cannot afford to sacrifice his position and the Being whom he represents 
by overstepping his bounds.
A CHEAP POPULARIZATION OF THE SCRIPTURES is inmoral and irreligious.
A parody on any story of the Bible is a crime. This type of vulgarity may 
attraOt certain crowds, for a time, but it will not make Christianity an attract­
ive religion. Calling Samuel an "old whoremonger" or referring to Haman as a 
"poor simp" is outrageous. It takes a very little bit of brain power to turn 
a worthy story into something unworthy. It is. always immoral unethical, 
but it reaches the height of immorality when practiced by a so-called Religious 
Leader.
The Word of Sod is sacred and he who uses it lightly sine against 
Cod and man. The Bible must be used only in the spirit of reverence and wor­
ship. In a recent chapel service a speaker insisted upon pounding the Bible 
and turning it back and forth in a most excited manner. While his message was 
good and most worthy, the misuse of the Bible stayed with his audience more than 
his message.
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The misuse of such expressions as *’0h* Lord”f "The Lord Help us,” •
or "for heaven’s sake" is vulgar and immoral, God’s word is as precious as 
life. It should he used for the highest possible g-ood.
Affectation of HABITS OP LIFE. The Religious Leader must take an inven-
Worldliness tory of self. He must check up his habits of life.
"It is not the many things we do that tire us," said Miss 
Gall, "it is the way we feel about them." If, when one is doing one thing, 
he constantly thinks of others, nothing will be done well. No advance will 
be made. Planning for tomorrow often hinders the work of to-day,‘ The Reli­
gious Leader must have worthy and consistent habits of life.
Use of time in the proper way is an essential habit of life. Rusit- 
ing is merely a habit. The person who is most dependable and really does the 
best work, is often a very busy person. The Religious' Leader should have a 
well-worked schedule of time and abide by that schedule as netCrly as possible.
He must not, however, be inca|)able of readjustment to any situation. In other 
words his time ajhedule must be flexible. -Too many Religious Leaders think they 
are carrying on real business when they are really carrying on "Busyness", The 
rushing' man is little better than the lazy men. The rushing man does a great 
deal of running around and making people nervous, but he accon^lishes very 
little. The man who really does thing-s is one who is a systematic,- efficient 
and loyal worker.
The Religious Leader should have the habit of taking opporttmities
as they come, William James sayss "He who refuses to embrace a unique oppor-
1
tunity loses the prize as surely as if he tried' and failed,"
The Religious .Leader musV beware of mannerisms. He must not 
slouch over the pulpit, lean over the railing or hand on a chair. He must not
.1. James, William, The Will to Believe, p. 4*
affect the sta^ folk. He must not attempt to imitate some great speaker, 
some raemher of congress or some political hoss. In the words of Shakespeare:
"To thine own self he true, 
ind as follows night the day,
Thou cazist he false to no mai."
Or again, as Yftiittier tells us:
"Be true to yourself 
And do justice to all,"
The Religious Leader will, if he is a wise man, study the psychol­
ogy of public presentation of all speakers and apply good points to his own 
method. But he must, first of all, develop his own characteristics and per­
sonality.
It is a sin and inmoral for a Religious Leader to live heyond his 
strength. It is during the hours of fatigue and lonliness that temptations 
are hardest to overcome. The Religious Leader must keep hinself fit. He 
must live a well-halanced life of a physical, mental, social and religious 
developmen't. His hahits of life must he of the very highest type.
A temptation of being irregular in one’s hahits is a great menace 
to the profession of Religious Leaders, They must keep this matter in mind 
and strive to overcome.
AMUSBMEHTS, One of the great problems which faces the Religious 
Leader is the matter of amusements. "Since the art of entertainment has be­
come specialized, the church no longer exercises in matters of recreation, the 
initiative and supervision which she once had* Less and less is she able to 
oon^ete with the regular places of amusement, while her ban ou dancing and 
the at re-going has become a dead letter,”
1. Ross, E. 0., Principles of Sociology, p. 4^6,
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WMle the statement of Dr. Ross is true, nevertheless the church 
’is realizing that the amusenent problem ia very intense. The duty of the 
Religious Leader is to attack and solve this problem. Since many temptations 
come because of the craving for amusement and recreation, and at the same time 
there is value and need of such, it is fitting that we consider the amusement 
problem.
It would be very difficult and impractical to set up a list of 
rules on the amusements of Religious Leaders. It is not so much what a man 
does, but what the motive or ideal may be which lies back of the act. In 
solving the problem of arausements he must ask himself the question*. "Does 
this measure up to standard of life?" Amusements are for the pleasure 
of mankind. The type of amusements and the amount of time given to them de­
pends upon the amount of time the Religious Leader can rightfully give to 
amusements, the standards of the amusements of the group with which he is- work­
ing, his own standards of life and the possible place to which he may lead 
others in the problem of amusements.
This question is a matter of inward conviction and outward influ­
ence. One’s own consciousness of self in the coherent view of life must de­
termine his choice of amusements. This, of course, includes not only his 
inward conviction, but also his influence on others. The Religious Leader 
stands as an exan^le'and for this reason he may have to deal rigidly with the 
amusement problem. For the sake of his Influence upon people, for the sake 
of the church, the Religioiis Leader will often refrain from amusements which 
he may consider-legitimate and worthwhile as far as self is concerned.
We may think of amusements as activities from the regular duties 
of life for the sake of pleasure. Tlwy may be known as instr.umental or
intrinsic. An instrumental amusement is one which leads to something else
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I may go canoeing' for the sake 6t developing my body—that is an instr-umental 
amusement. If I go canoeing merely for the sake of canoeing and that immed­
iate joywhich I get from It,—that is an intrinsic amusement. Thus the 
Religious Leader may have certain amusements for their ovn sake and he may have 
others for the sake of loading to something else.
We cannot set up a definite standard of amusements because of indi­
vidual differences. What is an amusement to one may be labor for another.
True pleasure leads self to a higher and nobler self. Pleasures 
of love, sympathy, service and devotion elevate the mind and soul. The Reli­
gious Leader's life must be well-balanced. It is not enough to have a good 
knowledge of the Bible or principles of Religious Education. The Religious 
Leader must know how to apply these truths, to life.
The Religious Leader must have a clean body, fellowship with his 
fellowmen and love of God. His amusements must be of such a nature as will 
develop these characteristics. The work of the Christian Church demands the 
highest type of active, vital, and wholesome leadership,
The Religious Leader must not fall into the rut of enjoying but 
one type of life. The great leaders in political or church history are known 
as generalists and not as specialists. The Religious Leader will find re­
creation in physical,mental and social and religious activities.
Books are sources of refreshment. lira. Browning said: ”No man 
can be called friendless when he has God and the companionship of good books."
He will not always have to reat the Blhle, or "The Church School", "The Cent­
ury", or even the "Atlantic Monthly," He will often find some very worthy 
and valuable matters in the"American", "The Pictorial Review", or even in "Life," 
The stage gives much that is valuable for recreation. The Relig-i- 
ious Leader will not always have to attend grand opera or the Harvard Glee Club.
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'He msiiy even see a good musical comedj without being corrupted. He may get 
valuable information and amusement in seeing such plays as "The Fool"* or 
"Roosum’B Universal Robots,"
The Religious Leader of to-day does not have to go around in a 
long—tailed coat* a high collar and a long face. He must* first of all, BE 
HU15A1I# He must not be apart from society* but rather a part of society.
The fields of art and music are unlimited in their recreational 
value, A great need of youth is a fuller appreciation of the arts. It is a 
part of the duty of the Religious Leader to lead others to see the recreational
value in music* art, nature and life at large,
A great tenrptation to the Religious Leader is to affect worldli­
ness in attempting to be popular with his constituency. We see Religious 
Leaders affecting a certain worldliness, even sportiness, to gain attention for 
their church schools, V/e hear them use slang* or make some break of etti- 
quette, we see them imitating worldly people in order to appear as a "good 
fellow". That type of person will not have a good influence upon society 
and he will not hold a place of leadership; Again, may we say* be'natural!
PROFESSIONAL RUTS. Religious Leaders often get into professional 
ruts. "Business moves in cycles, but the church moves in ruts," said Roger 
Babson. And how true it is. The business man studies continuously* ever 
attempting to know the latest and best on the market. Too often the Religious 
Leader gets in a rut and stays there. He may even go to a conference* take 
notes* hear good ideas* and go home and plug along in the same old way,
A writer in The Century said that Christian work is an "Ibiprofess- 
tonal profession." The Religious Leader must beward of professional ear­
marks, It is something of a compliment when one hears it said of ■a minister: 
"Why he doesn’t look like a minister* does he?" No, he should not look like
the old type long-faced minister. He should look like a human heing.
Too many religlQus workers are looking- for honor or special respect. 
Many are too self-centered. Some Heligious Leaders want to have their feel­
ings hurt. This is due, largely, to selfishness. Some are so interested in
their plans, and in their own promotion, that they forget the plan and the 
cause of the church. The Religious Leader must he a man among men, not ex­
pecting more honor than is due him,_ not asking certain respect because he is 
working for the church.
There is nothing more disgusting than to be in a public place and 
hear ministers talking, loudly, about their work or church policies. Christ’s 
way was simple, humble and peaceful. The Religious Leader must never make 
people ashamed of him nor of the cause which he represents.
Too many Religious Leaders attempt to use the business office 
methods. The Religious Leader cannot sit in an office, push a button and ex­
pect the people to run in and see him. He must g-o out amoi^' the people and
take his message and his life to them. The successful leader will not find
a soft, white collared office position. The Religious Leader may rightly 
apply many pf the methods of business, but his approach will be quite differ­
ent because his piirpose is different,
' The Religious Leader must use greatest care when he is being 
entertained in the homes of his people. He may find many difficulties and 
unpleasant things, in his travels, but these will be tests of his character.
He must remember that while he is makir^' j-udgments of certain people, they are 
also making judgments of him and the cause which he represents.
The writer was-being entertained in a home where an evangelistic 
party of seven was being entertained. Some of their actions were not only 
examples of poor manners and vulgarity, but they were immoral and unchristian.
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•The leader of the party, a former college president, took possession of the home. 
He ordered the telephone changed to meet his convenience. He ordered tables 
moved and came in at any hour and expected his meals. One time one member of 
the party did not like the kind of meat which was being served. He ordered 
two boiled egg«. When they were brought to him there was a J.ittle water in 
the dish and he took the eggs out of the dish and poured the water on the floor. 
One morning three of the party sent their cereals back and ordered something 
else. One evening one of the party came to the table, looked it over and 
said: "There’s nothing here I want", and turned away from the table. Personal 
clothing was taken off and left on the floor. Shoes were shined with bath 
towels and the towels left on the floor. Lights were left burning all night.
In a private home, things were done-which a gentleman would not do in a public 
hotel.
The gentleman who was .entertaining them complained to the committee
and they said it would be impossible to move them because it would hurt the
\ ,
meetings.
When the party was leaving the chief con^laint which they seemed to 
have was the fact that the offering- had not been large enough. Incidentally, 
the church folk were wondering why more people did not come forward aid join 
the church. The personality and character of the party were evident in the 
results of the meeting.
When a Heligious Leader is being entertained he should always ex­
press his appreciation of the kindness being shown. The places of poor en­
tertainment are few because church workers, when being entertained in a commun­
ity, are generally given the best. i.t all times the Heligious Leader must be 
a gentlemen or a lady. One may make himself at home and thus make it easy 
for all .concerned. The Heligious Leader should alwasy appreciate kindness.
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ygftTtjf BoliglouB Leadors ce&se to grow and live on their reputation* 
As soon as they do this they begin to fail. Remaining static Is impossible, 
one must become better or worse.
Living on reputation often develops from successful service.
When one is beginning' a new work he feels a great sense of need and guidance.
As he becomes successful he often becomes self-centered. The writer knows a 
certain Christian-Endeavor worker who has been very successful. He lead a 
certain meeting' and the meeting was a fail'ure. Why? Because he was atten^t— 
ing to lead on his reputation. He took up most of the time and did not say 
anything new, nor did he give anyone else a chancy to say anything.
A short time later that same society was again visited. The 
leader of the evening was a young man who had never led before. He had made 
plans for the meeting and the meeting was a success. He used a blackboard, 
had special music and assigned topics in keeping with the meeting.
A certain college professor is living on his reputation, and the 
chances are he won*t live long. When he was a young man he read reg'ularly, 
attended conferences, conventions and meetinge. He was ever open-minded to 
the new. How, he does not attend meetings nor read with any regularity.
He is losing his reputation because he is attempting to live on it.
Thus we can see the in^ortance of staying out of professional ruts. 
The Religious Leader must ever be on his g'uard because of this temptation.
Some ministers content themselves with being second class ministers because 
they are too lazy to pay the price of first class standing. They get to a 
certain point in their profession and then cease to grow. Alertness, contin­
ual study and the application of new principles will keep the Religious Leader 
from professional ruts.
Specific There are certain specific vices to which the Religious Leader
Vices will yield if he is'not very careful, Ai^ong these vices may
he listed the following-: disbelief; irreverence; callousness; 
pride; ignorance; unreliability and in^atlence.
DISBELIEF^ the antithesis of faith, is the lads: of 'faith in God, 
in Christ, in self and in mankind. There some to be. In the profession of 
Religious Education, some people who lack faith. They are attempting to do 
religious work without adequate religious conviction.
Disbelief has validity only as it leads through a thinking process 
to faith. It is possible to reach a higher type of faith through an honest 
doubting, V/e have no fault to find with that type of disbelief.
Three great ailments, sensitiveness, indecision and worry, are 
caused by disbelief.
Some people are complete failures because of sensitiveness. They
Mb
are always feeling hurt, being- disliked or -under-estimated. Dr. Hastings
says; "Sensitiveness is self-love, a selfi'shly subjective state in which people
look in and not out, and down and not up, and fail to lend a hand—not from
any real unkindness or unwillingness, but simply because they do not see the
opportunity. They will tell you they are ’so lOnley*, ’so blue’, ’so unhappy’
1
and ’so misunderstood*."
Charles Kingsley sensed the situation when he said: "If you want 
to be miserable, think about yourself, about what you want and what you like, 
what respect people ought to pay to you and what people think of you."
Indecision is a great hindrance to faith in one’s self. The 
Religious Leader must be able to make quick and worthy judgments. Indecis'ion 
is due to lack of faith in ozie’self, a firm grasp on self, and a lack of 
definite goal or vision. Indecision causes mental strain and eventuates in 
1. Hastings, James, The Great Christian Doctrines, p, 35.
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a nerv'ous l)reak-down. Tlie Beliglous leader must have the power of decision 
and this is largelj^ determined by the amount of faith in self.
Worry is another ailment which hinders the fullest development of 
character. Worry is a mental defect the result of lack of self appreciation 
and confidence. We worry about everything under the canopy—the weather, 
our meals, our clothes,-our work, our feelings. We worry about our programs, 
how people will take our sermons or teachings. We work ourselves up into a 
nervous frenzy which always leads to lack of self fippreciation. A simple 
rule in regard to this matter of worrying is, never worry about anything the 
cause of which you are not responsible for, or the remedy of which you cannot 
give. The Religious Leader must do his very best, pray for God's direction, 
and refrain from worry.-
In the accuibulation of professional ideals# there, may be a tend­
ency to become irreverent. One may become so absorbed in the technique of 
the profession that he shows the spirit of IRREVERENCE.
The dismissal of church doctrines lightly; the misuse of God's 
Book and House; failure to take time for prayer and private devotions; the 
reading of Scripture or the singing of hymns without proper interpretation; 
the becoming hardened to the affairs of the church are examples of irrever­
ence.
Church doctrines must be considered through careful and intelli­
gent study. Any interpretation must be made in a tolerant and Christian 
manner.
If one believes in the physical sacraments, he should take them 
in the spirit of prayer and,devotion. The taking of the Lord's supper is a 
physical communion with a spiritual meaning, and must not be taken in the spirit
of irreverence
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Too often the creed is recited mechanically and not offered in the* 
spirit of reverence. Too often we "repeat" The Lord’s Prayer, when it should 
he prayed in the deepest spirit of devotion. We rush through the response or 
the prayer hymn without thinking of its meaning in^the worship period. These 
are types of irreverence.
A temptation to which the fieligious Leader often yields and thus 
shows irreverence is the failure to take time off for prayer and self-examina- 
tion* "Eternal vigilance Is the price of .continuous power in service," wrote 
Miss Bertah Gonde*. The Religious Leader must ttoe time to be. alone with God 
talk and comnune with him. James Russell Lowell has given a very worth­
while message in the following:
"If chosen souls could never bo alone 
In deep-mid silence, open-doored to God,
Ho great thing ever had been dreaned or done.
The nurse of full-grown souls is solitude."
May we not become so absorbed in the technical, administrative 
and supervisory methods of prganization that we forget to v/orship. ^y all 
the work of the program be in the spirit of true and sincere communion with the 
Father.
papd in with irreverence is found CALL0USHE3S. There is a
possibility of becoming so hardened to professional life that one ceases to 
sense human need. ' Thus the profession becomes a burden rather than a help.
We would call to mind, in this connection, the statement on the frontis-piece 
of the thesis: "A profession has for its prime object, the service which it can 
render to humanity." When the profession of Religious Education ceases to 
serve humanity, it ceases to be of service.
The physician may become so hardened that he can cut into a person’s 
body and not quiver. The lawyer may, through his skillful theses, send a man
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to prison. These within the standards of the abore mentioned professionsi
Everytime the Religious Leader cuts into the needs of society, he 
must febl that sense of love and syii5)athy which characterized the J&ster. 
Everytime the Religious Leader deals with humanity, he must remember that his 
task is a Christian task—one which is hi^er than any other profession.
It is said of Immanuel Kant that althougji he was never out of Ger­
many, he was a world citizen because he was interested in all the citizens of 
the world and syn^athized with them all. Syn^athy is not a soft outward ex­
pression, but a firm, sensible characteristic, Christian syn^athy cannot be 
exhausted—the more you use it the more you have.
False PRIDE is a sin cosznitted by many so-called Religious Leaders. 
In forgetting self, the Religious Leader will gain enthusiasm for hip cause.
The Religious Leader must "not think of himself more highly than he ought to 
think,” At the same time he* must not laiderestimate himself and his abilities. 
False pride has kept some men on the back seat in order that they may be asked 
to take a seat on the platform. This is* selfish and unethical.
It is so easy to be content with ourselves, our own point of view 
and our own talents. Many see so many good points in their own characters that 
they fail to see the best in people about them. A successful man always con­
siders the contributions of others to his success. It is impossible for a man 
to be a real, successful leader wlthout-'the efforts of others.
To put it in the affirmative, rather than the negative, false pride 
will be done away with by the proper attitudes of honesty and humility.
The UNRELIABLE Religious Leader is certain of failure. Reliability 
is an'absolute duty'on the part of Religious Leaders. His "yea must be yea, 
and his nay, nay”. He must be reliable in the appointment of duties.. He 
must be known as one who keeps his promises and always meets his appointments 
on the scheditled time. Time is money and he fdxo loses time loses money.
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It is not sufficient that the fieliglons Leader^ should have 'his 
program definitely outlinedt his physical equipnent in readiness* He must 
ever be reliable at all times and xmder all circumstances* This is absolutely 
essential If the Heligious Leader is- to be successful.
The lastf but one of the most important specific vices with which 
we must deal is IMPATIENCE. This is one of. the greatest temptations before 
the Religious Leader.
Impatience is found most generally with the newly appointed Religieus 
Leader* He comes into a new position with great ideals and many pl^ns* He 
finds, to bis amatment that things move rather slowly.
The Religious Leader has no right to s^: "Well, board Is *old 
fogey* and wonjt take any new- ideas, or our church is poorly equipped so we 
oan*t put on a program of Religious Education.” Rather than this,‘he must work 
faithfully, systematically and prayerfully. He must ever be conscious of two 
churches as Lr. Athearn says: "the church in his head ^d the church in which he 
is working.” In other words, he must have a definite ideal toward which he is 
striving, but he must ever keep in the mind the situation in which he is work­
ing. He must "run with patience, the race that is set before him."
Rome was not destroyed in a day* It took years of plaiining and 
building to establish it, and it took years of deceit, folly, lying and gamb­
ling to destroy it* Lincoln was not made President in a day* It .took years 
of rail-splitting, tea^selling, study, debate and final election*
The Religious Leader is not a hbt-house plant nursed and cared for 
by soft hands. He is a‘ rugged out-door tree which has wintere'd many years of 
preparation, hard fighting and serious work. For this reason he must not be­
come impatient,, but he must keep right on working.
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• An nnoreanized, poorly equipped, unpalnted church cannot be turned-
into a closely graded, efficiently equipped church in a day. It may take 
years of hard work, careful planning and gradual achievement. Well-trained 
teachers cannot be ordered by mail. They must be developed. The Religious 
Leader must be preparecKfor set-backs and disappointments.
Jesus is the best example of patience. He did not say that- one of 
the disciples was going to betray him, so he would stop work. Hof. Aid he say 
that the Jews woxild not accept his message 86 he would not bother with them.
He kept close to the high calling which God had given him and worked with great 
patience. His method must be the method of the Religious Leader to-day.
The heart of impatience is selfishness. "Otherism" says Dr.
Rufxis M. Jones, "is an essential of Christian leadership,” The Hellgloxis 
Leader must always tfhink of others and work with and for them. Success is 
largely made up of the feeling of the assurance of success.
As we close our discussion of the moral temptations of -^ligious 
Leaders, it is well to think of some method by vAiich the leaders may overcome 
temptations. Overcoming temptation is due, largely, to focusing attention on 
some worth while thing; and an abiding will to follow the highest purpose of 
life.
The difficulties of the Religious Leader' in facing temptations 
would be lessened if he fully appreciates the standards of Jesus Christ*
These standards should be foremost in every act of life. Conduct is a matter 
of the inner man and not the outward expression. The Religious Leader must 
not attempt to shun temptation, but he must meet it fairly and keep close to the 
spirit of Jesus,
Temptations lose their power when substitutions of worthy character 
are found, A larger life ‘interest, worth while books, enjoyable tasks such as
• painting, drawing, music and sports are good substitutes. Real friends, who • 
are sympathetic listeners will lead away from teng)tation, Ten^tatious are 
powerless as long- as the conscience of man is strozg enough to overcome.
Morality and religion will give a man a certain freedom which will 
make him master of all situations. Temptations will tie overcome by a fimd of 
moral views and religious precepts. Because the Religious Leader has a sacred 
function, he must have a character beyond-reproach. His standard of life must 
b® %hQ standard of Jesus Christ. If he has this—ha will be able to overcome
temptations.
"Only by the watchful obedience
to the spirit of God’s law do
we find true power for everyday 
1
living,"
1, Call, Annie Payson, Everyday Living-,
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FININCUL PROBLBiB OF THE RELIGIODS LEADER 
AND THE REWARDS OP SERVICE
The Salary Society In its jndgjnent of mankind* hae very often said: "There 
Question are two types of men: men and clergymen." The reason for this
statement is the fact that Religions Leaders have expected honor* 
disconnts* passes and respect. In asking these favors* which the ordinary man 
would not ask* the religious worker has been placed in a class by himself.
' This falling into a professional rut has made the above statement
true. Too often the Religious Leader feels his importance* his position and 
his standing in such a way that he is outcast by society at large.
The Religious Leaders mvist learn to stand on their own feet,—and 
be men among men. They must expect only those things which all ;nen^ have the 
right to expect. The Religious Leader must learn to associate with his member­
ship in a business-like, manly way. He must be an exazi^le of the Christ in 
everyday life. Jesus expected no favor nor did he accept any. He could eat 
a banquet in the house of the rich, or he could sit, quietly, in the house of 
Mary and Uartha and eat the comnon meal.
When the Religious Leader attends social functions he must attend 
them as any man would. He must psy his own way.
"I*m for the minister"r Roger Babson, "and always fight for 
them and urge laymen to support them; but I believe that when the ministers
give real spiritual help to laymen, it will be unneeessary for anyone to fight
1,
for them,"
Other quotations from the Homiletic Review of January I924* give 
the thoughts of certain people on the question of the relationship of the 
Religious Leader to society.
3U. Tippeyi Zellk War^* . .» "What Laymen think of Preacher’s Salaries."
Homiletic Review* January, I924,
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”0, X hope OTir new minister’s wife is not & leaner,” said a promin­
ent church woAian when speaking of the’ expected new minister’s wife. "A leaner,” 
said her friend, ”what is a leaner?^ ''One who never pays her own car fare,
one who always expects to he entertained, asks for discounts, in fact one who 
1
leans.'*
”0, I just love out minister’s wife," exclaimed a g-enerous hearted 
woman. "She is bright, charming-, and dresses beautifully, how she does it I 
don't'know, but»—"But what?" asked her husband. "0, nothing-; she’s a 
dear, but-she is too Independent. She Insisted on paying- her own lunch to­
day and you know she can’t afford it, I had the money ready in my hand and
she refused to let me pay." "Bully for her", exclaimed the husband. "I must
2
hear her husband preach.- He must have* something- to listen t.o."
The following- lines were taken from and editorial entitled, "The 
underpaid Parson," which appeared in the Kenosha Evening Hews, Kenosha, Wiscon­
sin, under date of Febrtiary 12, I923, The editorial was written by Professor 
Earl B. Marlatt.
"One of the really greatest Industries in the world today is the
teaching of the religion of Jesus Christ, The teaching- of it has done more to
make possible the advancement of the world and the assurance that man will be
safe in the pursuit of happiness than anything else. It’s done more for the
uplifting of the world than any other great ’industry’, and yet the men who ere
actively eng-aged in the work* of teaching this great religion can be set down as
the poorest paid class of workers in the country and in the world.
"The average minister of a church is expected to know all, and be
all and see all, and live on forty dollars'a week. He is expected to dress
just a little'better than'any other-worker; he is expected to be respons'ible for
1. Tippey, Zell'a Ward,"What Laymen Think of ^Preacher’s Salaries," Homiletic 
Review, January, 1924* P. 2, Ibid,
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'a better educated family; he, is expected to have ability and finesse; he is ex~ 
pected to be subject to calls v/hich a member of the fire department would call 
irksome; he is expected to be able to preach a* great sermon, extend human syo^a- 
thy in every possible way, and at the same time be a civic leader*
"Advancing the Kingdom of Ood has come to mean a lot more than rid­
ing over a circuit and preaching a sermon on alternating Sxmdays* Preachers 
today are expected to be directors of human thought, and they are expected to 
direct it in the fi^t direction, A lot of fellows who work as clerks and 
accountants in Kenosha would scorn en5)loyment at the salary which is paid to some 
of the ministers*
"The big business |)ropo8ition of making- the world better and brighter 
should be one which would appeal more to big men* 'These men should put them­
selves 'into positions where they would see to it that a man who does the work of 
the ministry of the church does it with the understanding that^-he will be paid 
living wages for his work. These men can be counted on to work overtime and on 
holidays, if necessary, and they wont ask time and a half or double time for 
their work.
"We are fully convinced that a man can preach a better sermon when 
be prepares it with a full stomach, and that a preacher laboring with the pangs 
of hunger working on him, is not liable to present the brightest Side of the 
religion which he believes in.
"When the world puts the work of promulgating the Christian religion 
on the same scale as it puts other great industries, the man who is looked up to 
on Sunday in the chancel will be looked up every other day in the week."
But what should the fiellgious Leader expect? If the Religious 
leader is to be a man among men, he has the ri^t to expect a man's salary.
If he is expected to travel in the same society as his members; if his home
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•Is to be such as the averag-e menber's home; if his children are to have as good 
an education as his constituency’s children»—his salary most he at least on an 
average with their salaries. Otherwise he will.have to he a "leaner” and ho 
emharrassed on many occasions.
It is astonishing to listen to the conversations of students, even 
in theological seminaries as they talk of the work which they are planning to 
take up when they have finished their school work. The chief* consideration 
seemS' to he financial.
The writer has heard such statements as the following: "Well, I 
won’t work fOr less than $3,000 a year," or "I’ve got to have salary which 
will enable me to save $1,000 the first year.*'
Others choose positions in order- that they may get certain training 
and development. They fail to realize that the purpose of'the Christian church 
is not for the mere development of leaders, hut for the Christianization of the 
world. Many fail to look for position*where opportunities for Christian ser­
vice are the best.
The Religious’Leader is worthy of his hire. He has the right to 
expect a reasonable living with the necessities of life, and perhaps, some of 
the luxuries. But he m&st remember that tfelf must be largely forgotten. God 
and the church have the right to expect worthy, efficient servicei
Tba Religious Leader should expect to serve his Master. He will 
not work for money, nor for fame. He will work- for the jpy of serving the 
cause of God. Kipling has well expressed this idea in his poem, "L’Envoi".
"And only the Master shall praise us, and only the Master shall blame;
And no one shall work for money, and no one shall work for fame;
But each for the JOf of the working, and each, in his separate star.
Shall draw the thing ss he sees it, for the GOD of things as they are.
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We nrust also ask, what should the church expect? If the church • 
pays a man's salary, it has the right to expect the services of a man. The 
work of God is as important as the world's work. Wo expect, in the business 
world that a man produce good results if he expects to hold his position. 
Therefore, the laymen have the fight to expect the -minister or any Beligious 
Leader to produce good results,
"If we raise salaries," said,Charles W. ,Way, in the Homiletic 
fieview of January, ,1924* "we^must at the same -time endeavor td raise quality. 
The theological seminaries should apply more discriminatfng, -intelligence tests 
for candidates for the ministry. The clergyman must be intelligent,"
In the same paper as referreU to above, a layman, said:" The laity" 
should demand & high standard of service from the minister and see that he 
receive a salary, promptly paid, in equal say to the average income of the meia- 
bers of the congregation; less involves worry and a sense of dependence which 
robs him of his power to lead spiritually; more invites to the ranks of the min­
istry, the self-seeking, unfitted for the vocation."
In the forulation of a basts for living, the Religious Leader may 
well follow the words of Papl in his Letter to the Ihilippians (4:8): "Finally,
brethren, whatsoever things 'are true, whatsoever things are honorable,- whatso-✓
ever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things' are lovely, 
whatsoever things are of good report, mthere be any virtue, and if 'there be 
any praise, think on these things," The Religious Leader must be true, honor­
able, just, pure, lovely and of good report. His program of life must be in 
keeping with the ideals of Christ and Paul.
Whatever the aalary 'may be, the Religious Leader should live within 
his income, and in ordinary times', sava something. The-idea of leaning- upon 
the church for support when a person is old, has some merif^ but of little value 
when one is setting up a standard of living-.
With the raising of standards of Religious Leaders and the form­
ation of a definite profession for such workers, the salary question is more 
easily solved than previously. This gives the Religious Leader a better stand­
ing in the consmmity ay>d raises his standard of living.
Payment The payment of debts should be a matter of business and business-
of Debts -like methods should be used. Debts should be paid promptly
when due, or an extension of time should be asked for. As Dr, 
Brightman says: "Many people pay nothing and they say nothing." The Religious 
Leader must not expect more than anyone else, in fact his standard in regard to 
debt paying should be an exan^le for other people.
If money is borrowed, satisfactory business-like arrangements should 
'be made with the lender. This applies to all debts and begins even in school 
days.
In the experience of th^ writer, as Head Resident in a university 
dormitory, many instances have shown that there is a great laxity on the part of 
many students of Religious Education in the paying of their debts. Some even 
make the statement: "I’m going to a church school, let the church pay for it," 
or "I am going’ to enter religious work so I ought to have a reduction," It is 
the duty of school managers to give proper training along this line. If 
clergymen are going to be men, they should get their training ^lle in schools 
and universities.
It should be the purpose of the church to aid students by giving 
them reasonable time and opportunities to aid themselves. There is not a fault 
to find with the person who Is working his way through school and doing his very 
best, but he should handle his debts in a business-like manner. It is the per­
son who goes along for a year' or more without making any payment or any attempt
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to 'ps-^t who cheapens the profession and injures the cause of (iOd4
Debts to individuals, to corporations, to clubs and societies and 
to Institutions should be considered in the same category* A debt' is a debt 
And all debts should come under the same general rule. A pledge which an 
individual makes is as much a debt as a bill for an order of groceries or a bill 
for a piece of pr‘operty.
The Rewards of The Religious Leader of a professional consciousness, who has
Christian met the standards of a system of ethics has a great ideal.
Service One of the greatest Joys of life is the attainment of a goal—
the fulfillment of an ideal. But ”a mere ideal is of no
value. It is a mental schema that would be of value if it were realized.
Ideals have value only as they have reality which can be related to personality.
1
An ideal is an unrealized value, or a value is a realized ideal."
The Religious Leader has a great ideal for the work which he under­
takes. One of his greatest rewards is the attainment of that ideal.
A second great reward of Christian service is the development of
*
personalities. This reward has a twofold characters first, there is the develop­
ment of self; and second, there is the development of others.
The successful Religious Leader has the great satisfaction of self­
development. In his humility he learns his strong and weak points. In his 
overcoming of temptations he develops a stroi^ character. He can make a chart 
of his character and see a steady increase from year to year. He finds the 
definite type of work for which he is best fitted and attempts to become a mas­
ter in that field.
In the developnent of self, the Religious Leader becomes aware of 
his own personality. In this he sees himself a distinct individual, separate
from all other selves. He finds his power to think, to feel, to will and to 
‘1. Professor E. B. Marlatt
'talow. He centers attention npon himself. He comes to the point of self- - 
realisation.
But in this self-centered development he sees himself in relation to 
other selves. He finds his place in the con^lez society. His self-development 
is for the purpose of making the world a better place in which to live.
Ab he makes an inventory of self, he attempts to strengthen the 
strong points, snd to eliminate the weak ones. ind in so doing he reaps a great 
rewardr-the reward of self-development.
When the Individual has reached a place of self-development, he 
Immediately starts out to develop other personalities. The Heligious Leader 
takes great joy and finds much reward in the development of other leaders.
The successful leader Is not one v&o is always before the public, nor the one 
who sings all the solos or makes all the talks. The successful leader is the 
one who often stays in the background, trains other people to sing and make 
talks. He will sit with pride and joy when he listens to a member of his 
church school class get up and make a talk. He may have outlined the talk, he 
may have given many of the suggestions, but the talk belongs to the young person 
whom he has trained.
In the development of the personalities of others, the Religious 
Leader receives a great reward. He becomes the friend of people. Re becomes 
their leader*
The greatest compensation of religious service is changed life.
The highest pay of religious service came fron^ a class .of twenty high school 
boys, whom the writer had been teaching for two years, when they presented a 
silver loving cup with the statements *'you have not only been our teacher, but 
you have been our friend," Those words are payment far more costly and far 
more previous than gold.
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Thirdly in the reward of Christian service is the standing which 
Religious Leaders hold in the world. In times past, Religious Leaders wore 
special garments and were known, inmediately, hy their robes. Today the Reli­
gious Leader is dressed in a personality bf truth; in a life of Christian prin­
ciples.
The modern Religious Leader in his manly relations to society 
typifies the character of Jesus, As* Jesus came into tl^ midst of a crowd there 
was something about his personality which touc^d the heart of every person.
Prom the beginning of church history the Religious Leaders have 
held inQJortant places in society. In the colonial days in The United States, 
the ^parson” did much to mould the character of those early settlers. He was 
a friend of all. He was their companion in joys and-sorrows.
In modern times, the Religibus Leader may be given as high a posi­
tion. He may enter, freely, into all classes of society—that is if he is a 
true Religious Leader. He plays a large part in'the social, political, in­
dustrial snd religious life, of society. The rewards of this connection are 
unlimited.
At all stages of life, there is a call for the Religious Leader.
At birth, at confirmation, during days of childhood and adolescence, in marriage, 
in times of sorrow and in times of joy, in secular and religious problems, and 
even at death—the Religious Leader is called upon for help. This is a part 
of his ideal—to be of service at all times.. In this practical application of 
his ideal,-making the ideal a reality-tho Religious Loader receives his great­
est reward.
A fin^ reward for Christian service is the challenge of a Divine 
Partnership. Every sincere Religious Le^er is in partnership with Cod. He 
is a co-worker with the greatest of workers. He helps God in the administration
8?
•of HIb great purpose more than other of God’s creations. Feeling the 
great emotional appeal of this hig:h calling, he proclaims with the Psalmist: 
(8:4) ”What is man that Thou art mindful of him, and the son of man that Thou 
visitest him?.”
i.s the Heligioua leader feels the value and power of his own per* 
sonalit^, he finds the power value of the Personality of God* God becomes 
to him a God of Personality and Reality. . God is ever-present helping- those 
who follow him*
Professor Rufus M. Jones says: "God is the ground and reality 6f 
that which is good, the spring and basis of a real moral and spiritual universe, 
the life and inspiration of all our aims at righteousness and truth, the Great 
Con5)anion who shares with us in the travail and trag-edy of the world and who 
is working through us to bring things up to better. God is necessary to ex­
plain oxir world of values. The n^ystic holds that the reality of God is the 
consciousness of his presence*. ..when we think of God we do not mean vague 
force, not some dim, vapory, abstract reality, not a mere ’power for righteous*- 
ness’. We mean all t,hat can be expres'sed in the word Person and vastly more,
since our word Person carries with it limitations which cannot be applied to 
1
God.”
In this Divine Partnership the Religious Leader knows that he
should "seek God for ho is not far from each of usj for in him we live and move
2
and have our being.” To the Religious Leader God is an Immanent Reality*
In this relation God and man are united 'in a Holy Partnership.
The Religious Leader atten^ts to so teach the laws and Word of God 
that men are induced to obey. He "tunes in” to the plan and will of God and 
leads men toward God* "When he lies down at night, there is the contentment
1. Jones, Rufus, M., Religious Foundations, pp5* 11.
2. Acts 17:27, 28.
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wMcli comes from the consciousness that all his labor has been *in tune with
The Infinite’; and at life’s eventide he can say with Jesus, ’Father, I have
1
finished the work which Thou gavest me to do," •
Thus the greatest reward of Christian service is the Divine Partner­
ship which leads to the Kingdom of God. As the Religious Leader strives on with 
his' problena of life* he feels his great weakness and need of a pcwer which is 
higher than his own power. And with Whittier, he says:
"I see the wrong that round me lies,
I feel the guilt within;
1 hear, with groan and travail cries. 
The world confess its sin.
Yet, in the maddening maze of things. 
And tossed by storm and flood*
To one fixed trust ny spirit clings;
1 know that God is good!
I know not what the future hath 
Of marvel and surprise*
Assured alone that life and death 
His mercy underlies.
I know not where His islands lift 
Their fronded palms in air;
I only know I cannot drift
Beyond His love and care.
0 Brothers! if faith is vain*
If hopes like these betray.
Pray for me* that feet may gain 
The sure and safer way.
And Thou* 0 Lord, by whom are seen 
Thy creatures as they be.
Forgive me if too close I lean 
£2y human heart on thee!"
2
1. Sneath, E. H., Christian Work as a Vocation, p. 40.
2. Whittier, John G., from The Eternal Goodness.
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A COMPREHENSIVE-SUIJHARY AND C0NCLUSIC3N
PREFACE
The. purpose of this thesis is twofold* (1) To set forth a standard 
of life for the leadership Of the church; and (2) To gire outline and suggest­




There is a great need for a STANDARD CF ETHICS for a 'Profession of 
Religious Leaders. The mahing of a profession is the devel'opment of a con­
sciousness of the dignity, power and importance of a vocation. JL profession 
is 'the result of a gradual developnent of constant, systematic and cooperative 
effort.
The problems of standardisation are* the large nuii23er of people who 
may be termed as Religious Leaders; the Isurge number of denominations and 
agencies seelcing the services of the Religious Leaders; the large number of 
volunteer workers; the larg-e number of poorly paid workers without profession­
al training; the general character of Religious Leadership; and the indiffer­
ence on the part of many Religious Leaders.
The perils of standardization are: Religious Leaders may become 
too professional; the substitution of standards for spiritual experience and 
religious conviction; and the narrowness of standards.
The bases for standardization, as used in this thesis, are two­
fold: (1) existing standards of such professions as law, medicine, advertising, 
Journalism and business; and (2) the application of the following courses of 
study: Practical Ethics, Introduction to Riilosophy, Principles of Moral and
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'Religious Education, Principles of Sociology, Applied Sociology and City Systems 
of Religious Education,
The following definitions are used in the thesis:
"Ethics is the science of right condiust."
"Philosophy is an atten^t 6f such rational examination, interpreta­
tion and evalxiation of experience as will mahe all of its elements, parts of an 
organic whole of reality,**
A Religious Leader is a person who accepts Christianity as his 
religion, attempts to live according to its standards, and labors for the prop­
agation of Christian ideals and principles. There are two large types of 
Religious Leaders: (1) Those who are making the field of religion their life 
vocation and means of livelihood: and (2) Those who advance the cause of 
Christianity by volunteer service.
PART II
THE RELIGIOUS LEADER
The purpose of the Religious Leader is determined by the talents of 
the individual and the needs of the world. The piirpose must include definite­
ness, vision and tenacity.
The Religious Leader must have enough education to fill his position 
to the very best and highest possibility. He will need to have specialisation 
in his given field and have a large amount of conmon culture and conmon sense.
The character of the Religidue Leader must measure up to a well 
defined standard of professional ethics.
The cardinal virtues in the character of the Religious Leader are: 
faith, reverence, honesty, humility and intelligence.
In the local situation the Religious Leader stands as an example, 
\9hile the community does not have the right to expect'more of the Religious
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Lesuler than of anyone else, It will take that right because the Religions 
Leader has a sacred function.
The types of program are broad in their character and scbpe. The 
Religioxis Leader may be known by a great variety of names. He may be called 
a preacher, a teacher, a social worker, a missionary, an executive, a super­
visor or by many other names;
One of the chief contributions of a Profession of Religious Edu­
cation is the proper attitude tow'dTd colleagues.
^e Religious Leader will have a great deal to do with the program 
of the OOTniunity. The church meet take its proper place in this field of 
endeavor. The Religious Leader must seek a program of four-fold balance, be­
tween the physical, mental, social and religious; and work in complete harmony 
with others of his profession.
There are mshy moral ten^tations which face, the Religious Leader. 
These test his standards of ethics. Among the more important Moral Tempta­
tions before the Religious Leader are:
Low standards in good taste. These include such types of vul­
garity as poor conversation, manners of dress, eating and personal appearance; 
intimacy with friends and cheap popularization of the Scrlpttires.
Affectation of worldliness. In this cozmection we have to deal 
with the habits of life; the problems of amusement and recreation.
Professional ruts. The Religious Leader often falls Into the 
professional ruts of expectation of honor; entertainment in homes and the. liv­
ing- on reputation.
There are also, certain specific vices which are moral temptations. 
They are treated in the thesis as: disbelief, irreverence, callousness, pride, 
unreliability and iiq)atience.
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One of the greatest problems of the Keligious Leader is the matter 
of finance. The salary question has to do with the etanding’ of the Religious 
Leader in the comimmity. It asks what should the Religious Leader expect, 
and what should the church expect?- It is concerned with the basis of living 
for Ihe Religious Leader, Thp debts of the Religious Leader should be paid
proii5)tly and in a business-like manner.
The rewards of Christian service are measured in terms of: an 
attainment of an ideal; the development of personalities; the standing of the 
Religious Leaders in the world; and a Divine Partnership.
Conclusion We have said in another connection, in this thesis that ”an
ideal is an unrealized value or a value is a realized ideal," 
In this manner we may say that this thesis is an ideal. And as such it has 
a certain intrinsic valTie in the meeting of a requirement.
The realization of this Standard of Ethics will convert the ideal 
into a VALUE, It is the responsibility of Religious Leaders to turn the 
ideal into a value. "If there be any virtue, if there be any praise, think 
on these things," If there is any virtue, if there is any value in the 
present thesis, msiy it be applied in the lives of the Religious Leaders*
Thus the thesis may be realized and have value, by:
The application of the principles by the writer and readers;
The inculcation of these standards through sermons, addresses, 
conferences, class and discussion groups, and the press.
It is the hope of the author that there will be a well developed 
Profession of Religious Leaders, This small attempt is the expression of 
the desire to aid in the bringing into being a professional conadiousness 
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